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• AFFIRM
Bailey
seeks
•input
By Paula Codrington
Special to the Campus
Concerned faculty, students
and staff met with Judith Bailey,
vice president for Academic Af-
fairs, last Wednesday to voice
questions and concerns about the
proposal to merge the colleges of
Nursing, Social Work, Commu-
nication Disorders and Education
into what would become the Col-
lege of Education, Health and Hu-
man Services.
Under this plan, the colleges
mentioned would be reduced to
"programs" or "departments," a
fact that causes much concern in
educators and students alike.
Many fear that the credibility of
their college would suffer if such
a proposal were implemented: re-
ducing the resources made avail-
able to colleges, but rarely to de-
partments.
A tense silence blanketed the
room as the diseussion came un-
der way. Bailey seemed fully
prepared to meet with debate and
set the stage by challenging her
audience to openly consider the
proposals being made.
"We do have flexibility in how
we define" the new structure, "but
the status quo cannot remain," she
said.
Bailey emphasized the im-
portance of input from both facul-
ty and students alike, making it
known that their opinions do hold
weight in the decision making pro-
cess.
She then went on to cite an
earlier discussion with a group of
college chairs. "We knew what
was coming," she said, "we just
didn't know which day."
She said that when asked of
its priorities, the group responded
and said it wanted "no more
across-the-board cuts." After ask-
ing for suggestions as to what she
might do, she claims "they said,
eliminate a total department, elim-
inate a total college." Bailey fur-
ther noted that when it came down
to the decision as to which pro-
gram to cut, no one was willing to
decide, pointing out the fact that
ultimately the decision falls on
her shoulders.
Bailey encouraged commu-
nication between the colleges and
disciplines, in hopes that this dia-
See AFFIRM on page 4
Toughman
Shawn Wansborough, a University of Maine hockey player, competes in the Toughman
Contest at the Bangor Auditorium Friday night. See story on page 17. (Page Photo.)
• Incident
Student reacts to racism
By Jeff Teunisen
City Editor
With a poster of Jerry Garcia
on one wall, a picture of an
American Indian on another and
a tapestry covering the third, a
University of Maine student tells
a story, a story that seems for-
eign to his peaceful environment.
But it is a story of an incident
that has forced him to think of
himself as reclusive; reclusive
because of racial words he would
much rather forget than remem-
ber.
About four months ago this
African American student, who
wishes to remain anonymous, al-
legedly asked a fellow resident of
a University of Maine residence
hall for 75 cents for a load of
laundry.
Instead of getting the change,
the student was allegedly met with
hostility.
"He called me a fucking lazy
nigger. Judging by the way he was
acting he may have been intoxicat-
ed at the time. Then he started
screaming about getting a job and
welfare."
In response, the student filed a
complaint with his resident direc-
tor, Pat Torrey, but she allegedly
told him he was overreacting.
The student, after filing the com-
plaint with Torrey, expected a re-
sponse from the university, but he
did not get one. He said Torrey said
she didn't feel it was a racial inci-
dent. Torrey said she would only
discuss the incident"off the record."
"I didn't get any response from
the university until I contacted
James Varner and the multicultur-
al office," said the student.
But the four months in between
the complaint and the university's
reaction is too long, according to
the student. With studies his top
priority, he said he has had trouble
sleeping and eating, and just wants
the incident to be resolved.
"I always keep my door locked,
and my friends think I've turned
into a hermit. It's pathetic," he said.
After working with Varner and
the multicultural office, the stu-
dent said he was promised that the
student who used the racial lan-
guage would be moved out of the
building.
"I want the student to be kicked
out of the hall and for him to write
a formal letter of apology to every
black student on the university,"
he said.
See RACE on page 4
• AFFIRM
Social_
works
spared
By Jeff Teunisen
City Editor
University of Maine admin-
istrators and faculty have agreed
on a plan that will allow the uni-
versity to continue offering its
undergraduate social work de-
gree.
Last month, UMaine Presi-
dent Frederick E. Hutchinson
proposed, among other things,
to phase out the school of social
work's bachelor's degree by the
year 2001. The phasing out was
part of Hutchinson's $8 million
cost cutting plan, titled AF-
FIRM.
But now the administration
and faculty have agreed on a
proposal that involves revising
course sequences, reallocating
teaching responsibilities among
faculty, and using external re-
sources to fund staff and courses
in the school of social work. Cost
savings will be realized by the
school by leaving a faculty va-
cancy created by a 1996 retire-
ment unfilled.
• "All of us in the school of
social work -students, faculty
and graduates- are simply de-
lighted with the decision," said
William Whitaker, professor of
social work and coordinator of
the bachelor of arts program.
See SAVED on page 4
• Money
Financial aid made easier
By Wendy Churchill
Staff Writer
Students seeking financial as-
sistance for summer classes will
be facing an easier and quicker
process than in the past, accord-
ing to a student aid official.
"Eligibility for summer aid we
can now determine very early on,"
said director of student aid Peggy
Crawford.
The new process will grant aid
according to the 1995-'96 appli-
cation for federal student aid and
the accompanying documentation,
which most students already have
completed and the office of stu-
dent aid has put on file. The old
process required students to fill
out the federal aid application for
1996-'97 and then wait weeks or
months for an aid package.
Crawford said the new process
will allow students to better plan
their course loads and schedules.
Summer aid can come in two
forms: loans and work-study jobs.
The student aid office has already
begun placing students with work-
study jobs for the summer.
"Some students can start work
the day after graduation," said
Crawford, adding that loans will
also be coming in much earlier.
Crawford said she expects that
more students will be attracted to
See AID on page 6
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• Diplomacy
Libya asks Britain to restore relations
1 CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Libya has reportedly asked Britain to restore diplo-matic relations broken 12 years ago after shots fired from the Libyan Embassy in
London killed a British policewoman.
Libya's official JANA news agency said the request was made by Libya's foreign
ministry in a message to the Italian Embassy in Tripoli, which handles British interests
in the country.
The message called on Britain "to consider the importance of re-establishing
normal relations," according to JANA. "Positive and effective steps ... should be taken
soon," it said.
It said the move followed "the emergence of the truth" about the killing of
policewoman Yvonne Fletcher.
Britain severed diplomatic relations with Libya in April 1984, following the death
of Ms. Fletcher and the wounding of at least 10 Libyan exile demonstrators in London
by a gunman who authorities said fired from within the Libyan Embassy.
Libya's reported request follows a recent documentary about the shooting on
Britain's Channel 4, which implied that the CIA was involved in the incident but gave
no specifics.
3
• Out to pasture
Hindu village protects, worships cows
2 VRINDA VAN, India (AP) — Under the cool breeze of ceiling fans and the adoringpats of their caretakers, old cows live out the rest of their days in this village dedicated
to their worship.
"The cow is god incarnate," says cowherd Puroshattam Sharma, who calls his job a
religious duty. Behind him, thousands of cows move out of a large pen, their hooves stirring up
dust in the sunshine as they amble toward nearby pastures.
Sharma works in one of the 15 shelters for old and infirm cattle in Vrindavan, a northern town
where Lord Krishna, Hinduism's cowherd and god of love, is worshiped.
The cow is sacred to India's 900 million Hindus. Hindus don't eat beef, and killing cows for
beef is banned in nine of India's 26 states. Devout Hindu shake their heads in disbelief at the
thought that Britain might slaughter millions of cattle to wipe out mad cow disease, the fatal brain
malady that can cause a similar illness in people who eat infected meat.
"You don't kill a sick member of the family," said Swami Keshav Dev Hari, a Hindu priest
who has spent his life campaigning for a national ban on killing cows.
Indian farmers raise cows for their milk and use them to pull carts and plough fields. When
the animals become sick and old, they often are brought to the shelters of Vrindavan, which can
accommodate 6,000 animals.
• Censorship
China aims to control,
limit Internet access
BEIJING (AP) — In a country where the state4 runs newspapers and broadcast stations and censors
the arts, it came as no surprise when the government
declared it wanted to regulate the Internet.
Since the government started allowing commercial In-
ternet accounts last spring, the number of Internet users in
China has grown from a few thousand in the universities to
100,000. Hundreds of thousands more are expected to get
online in the next few years.
"It can broaden our vision," says Shi Hong, a 26-year-
old having a look at computers set up in a Beijing coffee
shop to demonstrate links to the Internet.
But the government sees too much freedom of informa-
tion as a dangerous thing.
It announced in February that China's laws against
pornography, social disturbances and breaches of state
security apply on the Internet. All are offenses that can carry
long prison terms.
People with Internet accounts now must register with the
police and report if they switch private service providers or
cancel their links.
The new regulations make the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications the sole provider of connections to
the Internet, a global, often anarchic web of interconnect-
ed computers.
• Peace plan
Russian troops start
gradual pullout today
3 MOSCOW (AP) — Russian troops will begingradually withdrawing from more secure parts of
Chechnya on Monday, according to the head of
Russian forces in the breakaway republic.
The announcement by Gen. Vyacheslav
Tikhomirov, reported by Russian news agencies Sun-
day, was in keeping with a peace plan proposed last
month by Boris Yeltsin. The president is seeking re-
election in June, and is under pressure to resolve the
war in Chechnya.
The Kremlin has been hard-pressed to point to any
concrete results of the plan, which also envisages talks
with rebel leader Dzhokhar Dudayev through media-
tors, and a halt to Russian military offensives in Chech-
nya. •
Tikhomirov said the troop pullout would happen in
three stages, and that the first — lasting through May —
calls for troops to leave secure areas of Chechnya and be
restationed on the republic's borders.
"But if the situation deteriorates, these units may be
ordered to stabilize the situation in the republic,"
Tikhomirov told reporters Saturday in Chechnya, ac-
cording to the Interfax news agency.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Mostly sunny, highs in
the upper 40s to low 50s.
Tuesday's Outlook
Rain likely, and becom-
ing windy, highs 40-45.
Extended Forecast
Wednesday rain with
highs in the 40s. Thursday
clearing and windy, lows 25-
35 and F riday, fair with lows
in the 30s, highs in the 50s.
Caribou
•
41°F
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• Faith
Religion helps AIDS patient cope with disease
By Kathleen Brennan
Editor
"I'd rather have all my diseases and ed HIV and Hepatitis C while receiving a dotes, compared his denial to that of a
have Christ in my life than be healthy and blood transfusion in 1983. He did not knight in Monty Python's "The Search for
not have Christ," Sawyer said. realize that he was infected until 1990, the Holy Grail," who despite having his
Steve Sawyer, a 21-year-old who is Sawyer told his personal story of how while he was a junior in high school. limbs chopped off, leaving him virtually a
infected with AIDS, was riding through he found hope in a world he thought was "I denied it at first," Sawyer said. "If I stump, he kept denying his fate.
his life on a roller coaster ride of emo- hopeless to a full house at the Damn Yan- continued to deny, I wouldn't have taken But in 1993, Sawyer could no longer
tions. From sadness to anger over his many kee on Thursday evening. Through story- precaution. If I didn't take precaution, I deny he was different from the other se-
medical problems, Sawyer never had a telling, laughter and tears, Sawyer shared could have hurt myself or even killed niors graduating from high school. Saw-
handle of his feelings, that is until he how he copes with a deadly disease. someone."
found God. Sawyer is a hemophiliac. He contract- Sawyer, through one of his many anec-
Surfing the net
(L to R) Melissa Kearns, Molly Kovaka and Jodi Pierce look on as ASAP
employee Jason Farrington uses the Internet at the World Wide Web summit
at the Maine Center for the Arts Friday. (Page Photo.)
See SAWYER on page 4
• Pyromania
Children who play with
fire benefit from education
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
According to the United States Fire
Administration, 25-40 percent of all fires
are set by children ranging in ages from 3-
14. There are a number of causes for this
problem and a number of signs parents can
look for in their children that might indi-
cate trouble with fire.
Child fire starters are usually in one of
four groups, according to Lt. James Lavoie
of the Old Town fire department. The groups
are curiosity, crisis, delinquent and prob-
lem. The Old Town fire department deter-
mines what group a child is in by having
that child answer a series of questions,
which ask the child why he or she was
playing with fire, as well as finding out if
the kid is going through a tough time.
"Often times these kids have broken
homes, are from lower income families and
some have been in trouble with the law
before," said Lavoie. "I talk with the child
and the parent separately and together. I
give the child a questionnaire and at the end
tally up the score sheet. There is usually a
certain percentage of the questions the kid
answers in each category and which ever
category has the highest percentage, we
concentrate on that one."
The following are characteristics of the
each category:
• Curiosity-Usually a very young group,
with children ranging from 3-7. These
youngsters have not been educated about
the dangers of fire and have common fasci-
nation with it.
• Crisis-Usually 5-10 years old, almost
always boys who have experienced a sud-
See FIRE on page 6
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INFORMATION TABLES
Pamphlets, posters, and kvariety of information
about relationshipWill.be available, as well as
information about the week's events. 10:00 -1:00
Union
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES VORRSHO? sr
Anyone interested should sign upwith a friend by
Monday, April15 4:0Opm tutd can do so by
calling 581-4561„Folk,s should wear cornfortitige,:..:
loose fitting clothing, and bring a bla45...,3!3Opm
Stodder Hall
HEALTHY REATING .Lovi.:
AND INTIMATE BELATIONSHIrS
A workshop about building and maintaining litinIthy
relationships, and how to be a more loving person
with your partner, family and frienda:":11i0Opm
Kennebec Halt:
INFORMATION TABLES
See Monday, April 15 for description'
10:00 - 1:00 Union
LASTING LOVE:::..COLITLES PANEL 41
Come see and hsten to teal couples share „their
5ecreforirialdog1oya4ast. 930 -10i4S
Merrill Hat
BEING SINGLE AND SATISFIED sr
A workshop dealing with the joys and issues
"singledom". 12:15pm FFA Room, Memorial
Union
AEALTHY l'ASSIONS POETRY READING sr
oetry contest will hiread, along
with poetry by anyone interested in re:Wing. Snacks
and door prizes abound! 7:00pm Bangor Lounge
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES WORIISHO?
Signup by Ttiesdify, April 16 by calling 581-456:
See Monday April 1.5 for descriptio
8:00pm Androscoggin Hall
MASSAGE TECHNIQUES W0RRSHOT...1
,
Signup by Thursday, April 17 at noon by 04in
581-4561.
See Monday, April 15 for description Of event.
4:30pm HancocleHall
,
Entries in the HP P
•
fINESIMP bItIL 
NFORMATION TABLES
cc Monday 44pril.15 for descnption•
- 1:00 Union
THE. ROOMMATE GAME V.:
Based on the Newlywed Gamiwitere pairs of
roommates will be challenged to.shoW how well
they know each other and how much they have in
cOmmon. Co-sponsOred'hy ReidentSon. Campus.
7:00pM Bear's Den.:i:
event.
ROLIND/FAIRPLAYGAME, V
Interactive, non-competiti.tt.ftin and gimes. Grab
lots of friends and join :the action!, 2:00pm The
Flagpole on the Mall
HEALTHY 4ASSIONS 171114NER AND 'DANCE sr
Reservations are required by Tuesday, April 16 at
noon. Call 581-4561 for more information. Wells
Commons Main Dining Room
5:30pm - 6:30pmSocial Gathering
6:30pm - 730pm. Candlelight Dinner
m - 11:O0pfls Dance with Chiaban
frD&IP nilL
MAINE OI.4940?Ei
A fun way to meet peOpla'thrOnghinteractir trust
building gam'es. Any*intereSted should sign up
ii.by...,iTi.iprsday, April 18. by callint 581-456V Spaces
are limited. 2:00pni Bilmstock!Amphitheatir
MASSAGE: TECHNIQUES VOIRSHO?
Sign* by. Friday, April 19 at noon by calling 581-
4561.
Sec. *pithy, April 15 for description of event.
2:O0pin Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union
sis Indicates that there will be drawings for
EALTtly :TiAISIONS 1-6111R16 at this event!!
For more information about the events of
HEALTHY PASSIONS VEER call the PM
Program Office at 581-4561. TOO 581:6125.
1
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Sawyer from page 3
yer's symptoms worsened. He was diag-
nosed with AIDS.
"I had to blame someone," Sawyer said.
"I first blamed homosexuals...but that
stopped and I started to blame God (some-
thing Sawyer had never believed in)."
Sawyer said he dealt with physical and
emotional pain through anger, which was
almost his downfall. He said he would
become mad with rage, punching walls
and beating up his brothers.
"Never do anything in anger. It only
hurts those you love," Sawyer said. "The
best way (to deal) is just crying. It doesn't
hurt anyone, and it feels really good."
It was at this low point of his life that
he took his father's advice to ask God for
help.
"He gave me a shred of hope," Sawyer
said of his father. "I mean I had just fin-
ished swearing at God, then I knelt down
and said if you help me, I'll help you."
Saved from page 1
"We look forward to continuing to pro-
vide a first-class undergraduate social
work program."
Rebecca Lefebvre, a senior social work
student, said "It's good that the school of
social work has been saved," but said
there still may be some problems.
"We're losing a faculty member,
which means we have to consolidate class-
es. We can cover the material, but we're
just touching the surface of the skills we
need to be effective in social work," Lefe-
bvre said.
Judith I. Bailey, vice president for
Academic Affairs, described the faculty-
initiated plan as "positive" and said that
it satisfies the administration's concern
for sustaining quality with the resources
available to do it.
When Hutchinson unveiled the AF-
FIRM plan on March 18, he stressed that
it was proposed to generate campuswide
discussion and that the plan's call for
eliminating schools and departmental
changes were not set in stone. The deci-
sion to keep the undergraduate school of
social work demonstrates that Hutchin-
son's plans are subject to change. Two
weeks ago the administration accepted
the department of communication and
journalism's proposal to remain affiliat-
ed with other liberal arts departments
rather than be folded into the originally
proposed College of Business Adminis-
tration, Management and Policy.
"We said at the time that we would
listen to reasonable arguments," Bailey
said. "These two changes are reasonable
and protect the quality and integrity of
their respective departments."
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
AssOciation
The Career Center is seeking
Career Assistants
for 1996-97
Positions are available in the following areas:
Career Exploration/Career Lab
Placement/Front Desk
Maine Mentor/Alumni Career Services
Electronic Marketing Coordinator
These positions are
Work-Study Jobs
(must have submitted your Free Application for Federal Student Aid
by March 1, 1996)
and/or
Internships
(must arrange for credit with your academic department).
To apply:
Request complete job descriptions
and an application at the
Career Center
3rd Floor, Chadbourne Hall
581 - 1359.
The completed application should be returned
to the Career Center as soon as possible.
Sawyer made a pact with God, and
now 'repays' God by spreading his word
to others, something he has done over 20
times in speeches and community talks.
Sawyer's faith was made stronger when
he met his best friend, Christian, while
attending Curry College in Massachusetts.
Christian was a firm believer and helped
Sawyer to love God.
Toward the end of his discussion, Saw-
yer began to ask the audience to find God,
something many were not expecting. Some
cries of "false advertising," were heard,
citing the sponsorship of Campus Crusade
for Christ as the reason.
But Sawyer's message displays why
he feels compelled to spread the word of
God. When asked what he wanted to be
remembered as when he died, something
Sawyer is not afraid of, he said, "Someone
who is a good Christian and some that
gave people hope."
AFFIRM from page 1
logue would foster understanding between
those colleges to be joined.
In closing, she talked of the positive
outcome of "multiple dialogues," but she
said it "can't go on forever." Bailey went
on to mention her "concern that the longer
the dialogues stay in flux, the more stress
it puts on the institution, and the less
certain students become about programs
and opportunities."
Race from page 1
Varner said his goal was also to get the
student kicked off university grounds.
An attempt was made to contact the
student who allegedly used the racial re-
mark, but his neighbor said he had moved
out on Friday.
"You can say whatever you want to
whoever you want, it's kind of sick some-
times," said the student.
Dean of Student Services, Dwight Ride-
out, said the university does not have a
speech code but does have a conduct code.
In the university's student conduct code,
found in the student handbook, "harassment,
intimidation and verbal abuse is prohibited.
Harassment or discrimination based on race,
color, religion,..." is also prohibited.
Suzanne Estler, director of the office of
equal opportunity, said the university's pol-
icy prohibits individuals from approaching
blacks and saying things that are harassing.
"It's important for people to know these
things happen, " Estler said. "People think
we have a more comfortable community
than in fact we do for minority students
here."
The student who was allegedly verbally
accosted said he has gone to a number of
meetings with university officials to discuss
what has happened. He said he feels if it was
a white student verbally accosted by a black
student, the university would have been
quicker to react.
"Black students do a lot for this campus.
The university preaches diversity and equal-
ity, but when it comes down to it, this
university sweeps racial incidents like this
under the rug."
Want FREE Course Books
Next Semester?
submit a design for the
Earth Day '96 Art Contest
The University of Maine Bookstore and Office of Resource Conser-
vation and Recovery (ORCR) are co-sponsoring an Earth Day '96
Student Art Contest. The winner will receive FREE Fall '96 course
books. The winning design will be featured on the Bookstore's
reusable tote bags and the ORCR's travel mugs, available in Sep-
tember, 1996. Contest guidelines:
The Design: Create your design to include an Earth Day type
theme and "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle". It could be
global or local in nature, a natural scene or a logo.
The sky's the limit! Designs must be suitable for a
two color screen printing.
To Enter: Send your entry to the UMaine Bookstore, ATTN:
Ron Reisinger, by 4pm, Friday, April 26, 1996. At-
tach a cover sheet with your name, address &
phone number. One entry per person. For judging
purposes, put only your initials on the actual design.
Judging: Your design will be judged by a panel on creativty,
how closely it follows the design criteria above, and
aesthetics. The winner may be requested to reproduce
the design to be suitable for screen printing.
Questions? Scott Wilkerson, ORCR, 581-3300
Designs are due in the UMaine Bookstore by
4pm, Friday, April 26, 1996
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• Elections
Diamond offers ballot-access proposals
AUGUSTA (AP) — A week after a new
law cleared the way for Ross Perot' s Reform
Party to attain official status in Maine, Secre-
tary of State Bill Diamond outlined several
more proposals to ease access to the ballot for
new political parties.
Diamond said Friday he was launching a
"democracy improvement" project in con-
junction with the League of Women Voters of
Maine that could give more voice to indepen-
dent voters.
"We must protect the integrity of the
ballot without unnecessarily blocking access
to it," Diamond said in a prepared statement.
"It seems to me we could provide better
access to the election process for unenrolled
voters or new parties without endangering
the ballot.
To guide debate, Diamond invited politi-
cal party officials to comment on four sugges-
tions.
The first would change current law that
requires political parties to win at least 5
percent of the vote in each gubernatorial and
presidential election to maintain legal quali-
fied status in Maine. Diamond proposed ex-
panding that two-year cycle to four years.
"Changing the law to a four-year cycle
would allow a party forming in Maine, but not
in other states, to keep its qualified stature
without running a presidential candidate and
would further allow a party forming national-
ly, but without necessarily a strong base in
Maine, to keep its stature without running a
gubernatorial candidate," the secretary of
state's office said.
Diamond said he also supported dropping
a requirement that forces people signing peti-
tions to help form a new party to first enrolled
in the proposed party. He offered two alterna-
tives to current law. One would allow any
registered voter to a new party petition; the
other would effectively permit all indepen-
dents to sign the petition as well as those
already enrolled in the proposed party.
As a further step to ease ballot access,
Diamond would establish a new, earlier dead-
line by which new party petitions must be
presented to local elections officials before
being submitted to the secretary of state.
He said dual deadlines could make it easier
for elections officials to review petitions thor-
oughly. A wide-ranging dispute over petition
certification prompted the legal challenge
brought by the Reform Party that the Legisla-
ture addressed in its closing days.
Lastly, Diamond would make it easier for
voters not registered in a major political party
to work at the polls as election clerks.
"I think we've got some good ideas,"
Diamond said. "We certainly welcome addi-
tional ideas and feedback."
Diamond said he would work with the
League of Women Voters, which has not
Here's your chance to win
Free Tuition
In the General Alumni Association's
second annual
Tuition Raffle
A prize of one year's tuition (based on 24
credits, in-state undergraduate rates) will
be deposited at the University of Maine
business office in the name of the winner.
Last year's winner received $2,688.
To be elgible to win, you must:
• Be a registered student at UMaine for
Fall, 1996
• Purchase your tickets before April 22
Stop by Crossland Alumni Center (next to
Alfond Arena) to purchase your tickets.
Tickets are 1/$5 or 6/$25
Don't miss your chance to win!
A portion of proceeds will be used for academic
achievement scholarships and student academic travel
subsidies provided by the Alumni Association.
endorsed any specific proposals, to gather
comment and develop a final plan.
On Jan. 4, Diamond rejected the Reform
Party' s petitions, saying organizers had missed
the requisite number of 25,565 valid signa-
tures by 515.
After seven municipal clerks acknowl-
edged more than enough valid signatures to
certify the party had been rejected erroneous-
ly, state elections officials helped develop a
resolve that won overwhelming approval in
the Legislature.
• Fundraiser
Charitable kayaker to
begin journey to Maine
KEY LARGO, Fla. (AP) — A 40-year-
old sea kayaking instructor embarked on a
five-month solo kayak journey Sunday in a
bid to raise $100,000 for the Breast Cancer
Fund.
Leigh Moorhouse, 40, said goodbye to
friends and family and climbed into her slen-
der, 17-foot white boat to begin the 2,100-
mile paddle from the Florida Keys to East-
port, Maine.
Moorhouse, a Berkeley, Calif., resident,
said the loss of several friends and family
members to breast cancer provided her moti-
vation for the trip.
"I realize you can do something for some-
body else doing something you love," Moor-
house said. "I'm here. I'm healthy. Let me
help others who are suffering from this terri-
ble disease."
An itinerary has been mapped, with camp-
ing locations designated throughout the route,
but weather conditions will largely deter-
mine her progress.
Moorhouse chose the Breast Cancer Fund
because she said it supports innovative, grass-
roots organizations that contribute signifi-
cantly to research, treatment and counsel-
ing.
Her kayaking project known as "Live
and Let Live," is expected to raise $100,000
on this sojourn and an additional $100,000 on
a 1997 expedition she plans from British
Columbia, Canada, to Baja, Calif.
To prepare for the East Coast journey,
Moorehouse spent two years with endurance
training, kayaking in rough waters and surfing.
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Bring your questions, problems and concerns
about Graduate Student education to:
Dean Charles Tarr, Dean of Graduate Students
Peggy Crawford, Director of Financial Aid
Mary Skaggs, Coordinator of Student Employment
Robert Dickson, President of the AGS
Tuesday, April 16th,
from 3 p.m. -4:30 p.m.
in the Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union
Nominations for Graduate Student's Board of
Trustee Representative are now being
accepted.
Two-year term is effective July 1, 1996.
Letter of interest must be received
by April 24th.
For more information, contact the Association
of Graduate Students (581-4548)
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• AMHI
Accused murderer's troubles traced back a decade
PORTLAND (AP) — He was a col-
lege graduate who had dreams and career
goals, an impeccable dresser and neatnik
who saved thousands of dollars for his
family. Harold E. Pulsifer III was also a
devoted father who worked hard.
Then, says a former brother-in-law,
he "wigged out" and everything
changed.
Pulsifer, who allegedly killed another
patient at the Augusta Mental Health In-
stitute on April 6, led a normal life until
a decade ago, according to the former in-
law, Barry Bernard.
Pulsifer, also known as Peter, "was a
good guy, intelligent and a hard worker
who had three sons and had ambitions
that didn't pan out," said Bernard, of
Portland. "Then he just wigged out. Some
people get cancer, some get heart dis-
• Labor
Union negotiator blasts King
AUGUSTA (AP) —The King adminis-
tration is proposing a two-year wage freeze
to state workers represented by the Ameri-
can Federation of State, County and Munic-
ipal Employees, the union claims.
A memo distributed to workers says the
administration proposal would continue what
has, in effect, been a wage freeze since 1991,
relieved only by a 2-percent lump sum bo-
nus.
The union said it had called for an across-
the-board wage hike retroactive to last July.
The memo says the union is looking at
expected savings in insurance premiums to
free up money to cover a wage increase.
More word on that front is expected some-
time this month when health insurance rates
are announced, according to memo author
John Basso, the union's chief negotiator.
"The state was pushing to reach a quick
settlement so a funding bill could be intro-
duced in the Legislature before lawmakers
went home," Basso wrote. "But given the
circumstances, we will not be rushed into
any agreement."
Basso told union members that health
insurance savings that could cover a wage
hike would be earmarked for a special re-
serve fund, without specification for its use.
"Because of this, it is important you
contact your legislators to impress upon
them that ` Maine workers need a raise' and
that monies targeted by the governor for the
salary fund be used for that purpose," Basso
wrote.
Basso said there was "a reasonable ex-
pectation" that insurance premiums will
not rise, producing a savings that could be
applied to a collective bargaining agree-
ment.
The memo blamed Gov. Angus King for
adopting a negotiating stance that failed to
meet a promise he held out at the beginning
of his administration.
"Despite pledging during his inaugural
address not to balance the budget on the
backs of state workers, Governor King seems
to be doing just that," Basso wrote.
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ease. Something happened with Peter's
mind. It's as simple and as complicated
as that."
A college graduate, Pulsifer hoped
that one day he would achieve his dream
of working as a sportscaster on radio.
Instead in 1986, was committed to the
state hospital and lost touch with his ex-
wife and two children.
It was at the hospital, during his fifth
stay, that the 39-year-old Pulsifer alleg-
edly stabbed to death his girlfriend,
Wrendy J. Hayne, on April 6. Police
found Hayne's body in a storage room;
Pulsifer, covered in blood, was found
locked in a bathroom in the same build-
ing.
Charged with murder, Pulsifer has de-
clared in media interviews that he killed
Hayne because the state wanted to sepa-
rate the couple against their wishes.
Relatives of Pulsifer' s ex-wife, who
lost touch with him after a 1987 divorce,
say Pulsifer no longer appears to be the
man they remember.
Bernard had a long talk with Pulsi-
fer' s eldest son, a 17-year-old high school
student in the Portland area, following
the AMHI killing.
The boy has not seen his father in
about eight years, Bernard said. "I told
him, 'That man you see in the paper —
that isn't your dad,' " Bernard said. "This
is tough on (the boy)."
A third son, born after divorce pro-
ceedings began in 1986, has never known
his father.
Fire from page 3
den change in life or recent trauma. They
usually set symbolic fires, related directly
to the stress and are crying for help.
• Delinquent-Set vandalism-type fires
and are almost always in with a group of
kids. They often times are trying to impress
their peers or setting fires out of boredom.
• Problem-Usually have a history of
school and social problems, are over ag-
gressive and have problems behaving.
According to Lavoie, the majority of
cases he deals with are in the curiosity
stage and usually don't progress any fur-
ther. Most cases can be solved by just
sitting the child down and educating him/
her on the dangers of fire.
"The hope is always that it is just an
education problem, and once a child under-
stands the dangers of fire, he'll leave it
alone," said Lavoie.
Bernard said the family is not sure
what triggered Pulsifer' s mental prob-
lems.
Pulsifer grew up in a middle-class
home in Cumberland. He graduated from
Greely High School in 1975 and married
two years later.
By the time he married, Pulsifer was
attending the University of Southern
Maine, pursuing a communication ca-
reer. He earned a degree in 1981 and had
a six-week internship with a Boston ra-
dio station.
But he never worked full-time in ra-
dio. Instead, Pulsifer worked long hours
as a cook in the Howard Johnson's in
Portland, near Exit 8 of the Maine Turn-
pike, Bernard said.
The young family lived with their par-
ents while attending college, then moved
into a Howard Street apartment on Mun-
joy Hill in Portland. Bernard recalled
Pulsifer as an introvert who worked 16-
hour days.
Bernard said Pulsifer was a good fa-
ther who took time to read to and play
with his children.
Aid from page 1
summer sessions as the popularity of the
new process increases.
Almost 80 percent of the students at
UMaine receive some kind of financial aid.
Last year alone, financial aid totaled about
$49.9 million.
"That says we are an institution that has
students who need financial help," said
Crawford. "Maine is not a rich state."
The latest administrative plan for re-
ductions at UMaine, the AFFIRM docu-
ment, has posed no threats to the office of
student aid. Crawford said there is no rea-
son to believe its budget will be cut by
AFFIRM or any other similar projects.
"This institution clearly understands the
importance of financial aid," said Crawford.
In fact, student aid is slated to receive
$400,000 to offset scheduled tuition in-
creases.
Every time tuition dollars increase, stu-
dent aid dollars also increase, Crawford
said.
The staff of student aid won't be affect-
ed either, as no jobs are to be eliminated.
Crawford said many new and interest-
ing changes have and will be coming to
student aid, including an exciting new
software package for the financial aid
assessment process.
WANTED
Responsible students, in junior or senior year, for
Recreational Sports Supervisors for 1996-'97 academic year.
Duties include supervising evening intramural programs and
special events, plus facility supervision on weekends in
Memorial Gym.
Pay starts at $5.70 per hour, work study not
required. Average of 7-10 hours per week.
Applications available in the Rec. Sports Office, 140
Memorial Gym. Applications due Friday April 19.
Interviews will be arranged on April 25 and 26 for qualified
candidates.
FREE WINDSHIELDS
We come to you!
Installed on site at no extra charge.
If your comprehensive deductable is
$100 or less,
your windshield could be free.
Offer only valid if billed directly to
insurance co.
Some restrictions may apply. Call for
details.
Allied Glass Co.
543 Hammond Street
Bangor, ME 04401
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• Answers
Nixon estate releases Watergate tapes
WASHINGTON (AP) — "I was hoping
you fellows wouldn't ask me that. I wondered
what I would say," said Alexander Butterfield,
and with that the most damning secret of the
Watergate scandal spilled out.
Richard Nixon, the president, had been
taping every conversation that took place in his
presence in the White House for nearly 2 1/2
years. Five microphones were planted in his
desk in the Oval Office and two in wall sconces;
microphones were hidden in the Cabinet Room
and in his hideaway across the street and at
Camp David.
Nixon struggled the rest of his life to preserve
the secrets on the tapes and now, two years after
his death, his daughters have given up the fight.
They have agreed to the tapes' gradual
release. There are 3,700 hours, and when they
are out America will have its most intimate
verbatim view of the workings of any presiden-
cy — from high statesmanship to gutter lan-
guage.
Every word spoken when Nixon was in the
Oval Office, or the Cabinet Room or his hide-
away in the Old Executive Office Building, was
recorded on giant reels in the basement.
When the band played outside, when an
ambulance rushed up Pennsylvania Avenue
with its siren blasting, when coffee cups clat-
tered, the sound was recorded.
After a handful of the Nixon tapes became
public in 1974, the year after Butterfield's tes-
timony, Nixon's presidency came to an end. He
was shown to have been a party to the Watergate
cover-up. He resigned to avoid impeachment
and removal from office.
Butterfield, a functionary in Nixon's White
House, was one of the few there who knew of
the taping system. The Republican staff of the
Senate Watergate Committee, suspecting there
• Discovery
Hubble telescope locates
tadpole-like pods in space
WASHINGTON (AP) — Floating in
space, 450 light years away, are tadpole-
shaped pods with comet-like heads twice the
diameter of our solar system and tails 100
billion miles long. And they may just be the
first of trillions of such objects in the uni-
verse.
Astounding news? A sci-fi movie? Hard-
ly. This is high-tech, state-of-the-art science.
The Hubble Space Telescope has returned
pictures of these wraithlike formations and
it's on a search for more.
Astronomers call the images "cometary
knots" because their glowing heads and filmy
tails superficially resemble comets. They re-
semble giant tadpoles, too. And sperm.
Hubble astronomer C. Robert O'Dell and
graduate student Kerry P. Handron of Rice
University in Houston found the knots while
exploring the Helix nebula, a ring of glowing
gases in the constellation Aquarius.
They believe they are the result of a dying
star's final outbursts, when it ejects shells of
gas into space.
Looking through ground-based tele-
scopes, researchers had assumed such ob-
jects were out there, but it took the Hubble,
orbiting Earth, to find them in such abun-
dance.
"O'Dell expects the gaseous knots, which
are each several billion miles across, will
eventually dissipate and vanish into the cold
emptiness of interstellar space," said the
Space Telescope Science Institute in announc-
ing the findings.
The most visible of the knots are along the
inner edge of the ring, their tails forming a pattem
around the star like the spokes on a wheel.
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was one, asked about it and he told.
Years later, the staffer who posed the ques-
tion, said, "My heart was pounding and my
breath was shortened."
When Butterfield repeated his account the
following Monday, before the television cam-
eras, the news electrified America: All of the
president's Watergate conversations had been
recorded! It was all on tape!
Now the question that had obsessed the
country could be answered: What did the pres-
ident know and when did he know it? Was he or
was he not a conspirator in the plot to cover up
White House involvement in the 1992 break-in
at Democratic Party headquarters in the Water-
gate office complex?
Even Nixon was shocked by Butterfield's
act of candor. But he remained certain that the
confidentiality accorded to the records of a
president would shield him.
Until then, every charge made against Nix-
on was someone's word against his. Unsub-
stantiated. Now there was evidence.
Not until April 1974 did Nixon yield. He
went on television and made a show of the
transcripts he was sending to the House Judicia-
ry Committee, which was considering whether
to recommend his impeachment. "The presi-
dent has nothing to hide," he said; this "will tell
it all."
It didn't.
The transcripts were found to be full of
holes, misquotations and "expletives deleted."
The committee didn't trust them. Its own
people listened, and heard more. In its version,
Nixon said much more.
He said, "I don't give a (expletive) what
happened.! want you all to stonewall it, let them
plead the Fifth Amendment, cover up or any-
thing else, if it'll save, save the plan."
He coached aides on how to stonewall a
grand jury without actually lying: "You can say
I don't remember. You can say I can't recall. I
can't give any answer to that, that I can recall."
They showed the president as a loner, as
vengeful and scheming, as preoccupied with
"scenarios" and public relations — and as
rambling, undisciplined, indecisive even when
the question was whether to pay hush money to
an aide behind bars.
America was appalled, by the substance and
by the locker room image projected by this son
of a Quaker. The PR-driven decision to use
"expletive deleted" — it became part of the
national lexicon — instead of the actual coarse
language on the tapes made the president's
language seem worse than it was.
But these tapes were only the smallest frac-
tion of what remains shielded in the National
Archives and what, as the result of Friday's
settlement of a lawsuit, will one day be made
public. The first release could occur by Novem-
ber but it is likely to take many years for all the
tapes to be out.
And then, in the parlance of the Nixon gang,
it finally will all hang out.
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On April 22,23 and 24 you will be asked
to vote on the following question
"Do you favor adoption of the Student
Community Facility Improvement Project,
to be funded primarily through a maximum
fee of $7 per credit hour, starting in the semester
in which consrtuction begins (no earlier than
the 1997-1998 academic year) and continuing for
no more than 20 years? Proceeds will be
used to fund a new Student Center addition
to the Memorial Union and renovations to
that building ($8million), and to construct
a Student Recreation Center ($10million)
to enhance student life."
Please vote at the following locations:
*All 4 dining commons
*Memorial Union
*Memorial Gym Fieldhouse
•Latti Fitness Center
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• In theaters
'Fargo' delves into a realistic tale of the macabre
By Greg Dowling
Staff Writer
The Coen brothers have always put
out films that are nothing short of origi-
nal. The word original is not one we see
in descriptions of most American mov-
ies, but the Coens have always found new
ways to make dark, diabolical films that
take every cliché imaginable and play
them at full volume. They have used the
classic premise of a botched crime in two
of their now classic films, "Raising Ari-
zona" and "Blood Simple," and employed
the same maniacal savvy that makes their
latest film, "Fargo," such a macabre de-
light.
"Fargo" stars William H. Macy (of
television's "ER") as Jerry Lundegaard,
a Minneapolis car salesman who finds
himself in a state of financial turmoil. In
desperation, he plans a scheme in which
he hires two thugs (Steven Buscemi and
Peter Stormare) to kidnap his wife so he
can split the ransom money from her
wealthy father. The entire plan goes to
hell in a handbasket when the two thugs
end up in a tight spot after killing three
people, thus effectively botching the op-
eration. This is when pregnant police
chief Marge Gunderson (Frances McDor-
mand) waddles onto the scene to investi-
gate the murders.
The hook of this film is the atmo-
sphere in which the story takes place.
Director Joel Coen gives us a wide lay of
the frozen tundra of both North Dakota
and Minnesota, so we have a full under-
standing of the physical environment.
There are many shots of people and cars
and houses from far distances to demon-
strate how very full of nothing these states
are. The Coen brothers have also given us
an amusing cultural backdrop with the
dense-skulled population of these states
crooning in remote Scandinavian accents
such phrases as "Yoh, sure," and "Ah,
Jeez." They pump up the characteristics
and mannerisms to glorious excess with
some of the dumbest screen cops in re-
cent memory who are challenged by any
crime beyond that of cow tipping.
The story is a fun wind-up toy that
keeps us so occupied and engrossed that
it makes us marvel at how convoluted
most films are. "Fargo" is a simple story
with layers of complexity only for those
who care to find them. There is a lot of
subliminal symbolism and foreshadow-
ing (check out the Paul Bunyan statue),
which the Coen brothers work in with
sheer perfection. They are not interested
in appealing to all audiences, and that is
made evident by their oddly blunt preoc-
cupation with blood and gore, which some
may find offensive. They are only inter-
ested in appealing to those who are starved
for pure originality and sadistic fun.
The acting is the real trick in this film,
and it could not have been as good as it
was without the fine cast. Frances McDor-
mand (Primal Fear, The Butcher's Wife),
one of America's most underrated actress-
es, graces the screen by giving the charac-
ter of Marge a heady sweetness that most
Hollywood films prefer to sacrifice in the
interest of political correctness. Marge is
a gentle, sensitive and excruciatingly po-
See FARGO on page 9
TGIF Jazz
Don Stratton, a professor at UMA, plays trumpet as a special guest of
Where's Fred. The performance was part of the ongoing TGIF Jazz series
sponsored by the Union Board. (Gagne Photo.)
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The New York String Trio brings cutting-edge a jazz
By Shawn T. Eldridge
Special to the Campus
If you take their word for it, then the
only alternative is WMEB 91.9 FM. Sat-
urday night there was an alternate alter-
native in town. The New York String
Trio brought some cutting-edge music to
the Maine Center for the Arts and enjoy-
ment to the 400 or so people who stayed
for the whole concert.
The trio itself consists of Regina Cart-
er on violin, John Lindberg on bass and
James Emery on guitar. The performance
began with an original piece by Emery
called "Cobalt Blue." What began and
ended as a quiet piece (so quiet I won-
dered if everyone could hear the subtle-
ties) was cut down in the middle by cha-
otic soloing. Classical, jazz and other-
wise, the value of rhythmic and tonal
dissonance is appreciated. The important
thing is that each note or phrase is organ-
ic to the piece. No matter how far you go
from the song, you can still see (hear) its
home.
The soloing, particularly Emery's,
seemed out of touch and self-conscious.
The end of the first piece was greeted
mostly by uninspired applause. Appar-
ently not everyone was getting what they
expected. Next Was an evocative minor
blues piece by Carter. The rhythm was
reggae, and the key gave a soulful voice
and an Eastern European feel to Carter's
violin. The guitar solo for this piece was
more grounded and had a more tradition-
al classical impression.
The song ended by getting quieter
and quieter until the three were still
playing but could not be heard. This
seemed to amuse the trio as much as the
audience.
The next piece by bassist John Lind-
berg was a study in contrast as all three
alternated rhythm and melody, playing
frenetic percussive rhythms with sticks
on strings as well as bowing and picking.
The next piece introduced composer
Anthony Davis on Piano. "Sound With-
out Nouns" was commissioned for the
trio by a consortium of arts centers, in-
cluding the MCA, and in his introduc-
tion, Davis said that the audience main-
tained part-ownership of the piece. The
piece, alternately titled "Happy Valley
Blues," started with a haunting introduc-
tion and moved from frantic to beautiful,
slow blues with a peaceful, eerie, repeat-
ing bass line. The trio traded riffs to end
the piece.
The first set closed with a gorgeous
rendition of Duke Ellington's standard
"Caravan," the highlight of which was a
beautiful piano solo by Davis. Intermis-
sion provided its own entertainment as
we watched about a quarter of the audi-
ence leave and not return. They don't
know what they missed.
The second half of the show started
with modern solo piano work by Davis
based on the form of the Balinese
Gamelan, an Indonesian Orchestra. The
piece, while difficult to access, was at
The String Trio of New York played this Saturday at the Maine Center for the
Arts. (Courtesy Photo.)
once dissonant and brooding, repetitive-
ly rhythmic and sometimes harsh. There
was limited use of dynamic, contrast and
conflict. It was hard to tell just how free-
ly or formally it was composed.
The next two pieces were Thelonius
Monk compositions back to back. Both
had a more standard jazz feel. The first,
See TRIO on page 9
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
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Trio from page 8
"Eronel," featured a walking bass line
alternating with bow work, clearly evoc-
ative of Monk. The love for this music
was clear in Lindberg' s playing and de-
meanor as well as the traded licks from
Emery and Carter. A tasty guitar solo
made for a graceful segue into the Monk
ballad "Ruby My Dear." The amount of
heart in the music was obvious. "Pursuit
of Happiness," by Emery, was powerful
and strangely melodic. "Belly Achin'
Blues" by bassist Lindberg was low,
dark, rootsy blues with a grinding
rhythm. It featured some tasty slide gui-
tar work by Emery and a great glissan-
do/slide ending.
Fargo from page 8
lite, yet she can also investigate with sar-
donic detachment and fire a gun with sharp
precision at will. McDormand convinces
us of this without trying.
William H. Macy is only known as
"that guy" in television and film, but he
finally gets the break he deserves playing
the wussy Jerry. His character is thor-
oughly spineless and annoying, but at the
same time, Jerry generates enough sym-
pathy so that we almost wish he would
get away with it. His cowardly squirming
resembles that of a small child trying to
get away with something. Macy is flaw-
less at playing Jerry as a tragic hero.
The one performance that grounds the
entire film in reality is that of Steven
Buscemi. Just as in his other two films,
"Reservoir Dogs" and "Desperado," he
plays the voice of reason that says, "Do
whatever you want, but I'm sure as hell
not getting caught." He gives the film
high-class comic energy without lighten-
ing the darker material surrounding him.
"Fargo" has certainly been the most
critically lauded film so far this year with
all the heavy-hitters referring to it as "An
American masterpiece." I don't know if
this is a masterpiece, but it's a triumph of
original filmmaking. Some people will
be automatically turned off by the film's
morbid eccentricities, which are Coen
brother trademarks But others will relish
in it and let themselves be swept into its
quiet, surreal and transfixing alternate
reality without sacrficing an ounce of
intellect as they are deliriously enter-
tained by its grisly charms.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
All You Can
Eat Pizza
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every Tuesday
4 p.m. to & p.m. at
McDonald's of
Old Town
$3.99 with 21 oz.
soft drink
McDonald's of Old Town
758 Stillwater Ave
8 2 7 - 7 5 9 3
9
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Ondekoza, a.k.a the Japanese Demon Drummers, will entertain atthe Maine
Center for the Arts this Friday evening. (Courtesy Photo.)
An evening of spoken word with
HENRY ROLLINS
PUBLIC
INSOMNIAC
NO. 1
TOUR
April 21, 1996 6:00 pm Memorial Gym
Free to the Public
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• Commentaries
Halt the blood drive
Last week student Craig Sheerin said
he knew of plans to "pollute the blood
supply," at a blood drive that will be
held at Alfond Arena tomorrow. By
whom or how the blood supply would
be tainted was never revealed, but none-
theless, his words were taken seriously.
Sheerin said later that he never made
the threat, but if he did, it was due to his
emotions at the time.
The threat came after the decision
by the university to stand by the Red
Cross' policy (regulated by the FDA)
that prohibits active gay men from giv-
ing blood. The university took quick
action, questioned Sheerin about his
threat and found the student had two
goals: to force the university to realize
that the Red Cross' policy is discrimi-
natory and they should not be allowed
to hold a blood drive on campus, and
for the state and the nation to have a
safe blood supply.
After I talked to a university official
and a Red Cross spokesperson, it would
seem that the blood drive will continue
as scheduled. It's a bad idea.
Although Sheerin recanted what
some compare to admitting planting a
bomb which will explode, he still made
the threat. Denying a threat does noth-
ing. The Red Cross should take this
student's words seriously and reconsid-
er coming to campus. The Inter-Frater-
nity Council, sponsor of the blood drive,
should also take action. The public's
safety is at stake here, the IFC should
ask the Red Cross to postpone the blood
drive and demand further investigation
as to whether Sheerin's original threats
are true.
Sheerin may have only been making
emotionally-driven remarks last week,
but the university and the Red Cross are
not the judge and jury in this case. The
blood drive should be canceled tempo-
rarily until there is ample time to see if
Sheerin' s original threat was legitimate.
The IFC would be looking out for the
best interest of the state, by addressing
the Sheerin' s words with the utmost
concern. Only then will they be assur-
ing an adequate blood supply for the
state. (J.Teunisen)
Pro essional cry babies
When I was 11 years old, I struck out
in the late innings of a very important
Little League game. Disgusted with the
umpire's call, I tossed my bat against the
backstop and slammed my helmet on the
ground, breaking the earflap. I was so
mad that I didn't even hear the umpire
toss me out of the game. Although it
took a couple of days for the pain to
wear off, I soon realized and respected
the official's decision.
How mature for an 11-year-old.
Granted, 1 cried my eyes out, but I was
only a kid. Perhaps it's time for some
certain professional athletes to go back
to Little League where they belong.
A while back, the tattooed freak
known as the "Worm" thought he was in
the World Wrestling Federation when
he head-butted an NBA official. Even
more recently, Nick Van Exel of the
Lakers shoved an official over the scor-
er's table in the middle of a game. Both
were given a six or seven game vaca-
tion without pay, but I question whether
a lesson was learned.
If these guys are truly professionals
(or for that matter, adults), then a start-
er's manual of sports etiquette needn't
be standard issue. If they have made it
this far in their fantasy careers, and in
their fantasy lives, how can they be to-
tally without respect for the game, their
team and for themselves?
There are some things you just don't
do in sports. You don't swing at a 3-0
pitch in the middle of a slump, you
don't cry about a multi-million-dollar
salary when all you do is swing a bat,
and you certainly don't argue with, or
especially push, a referee. I hope these
guys realize that a million 11-year-olds
are watching them every night.
(J. Wright)
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• Another View
The blood drive
By Anthony J. Bessey
I would like to take a minute of your time to
discuss the upcoming Red Cross Blood drive
being sponsored by the university's greek sys-
tem. The Greek Week blood drive is one of the
largest blood drives in the Northeast Blood
Region (Maine, New Hampshire,and Ver-
mont). The total draw in pints from that blood
drive is enough to supply the entire region
with blood for a 24 hour period. This is a
significant contribution to the lives of the peo-
ple in this region.
Through several articles in the Maine Cam-
pus, the Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns
Committee here at the university has levied
accusations that the Red Cross violates the
University of Maine's anti-discrimination pol-
icy because it does not allow men who have
had sex with other men since 1977 to donate
blood. There has been a mention of a boycott
and even a protest of this blood drive because
of the policy.
The Red Cross is bound to that policy by
the Food and Drug Administration. The FDA,
not the Red Cross, sets the donation standards
in order to maintain some control over the
blood drawn into the national blood banks. So
wouldn't the best plan be to send a message to
the people who control the laws? I think it
would. What possible justification can one
have to encourage others, to deny life to peo-
ple because of a policy that is out of the con-
trol of the organization being protested? What
benefit does any part of the community derive
from claiming to have kept the draw at a blood
drive below the expected draw? I think the
answer to those questions is simple. There are
no positive benefits that result from these ac-
tions. That kind of motivation is petty and not
well received with the voters of the state of
Maine. With this type of petty squabbling is it a
wonder we are an institution that has little or no
support from our legislature?
Now I agree that the policy does in fact
discriminate against sexually active gay men in
our population. I also feel that the FDA, and not
the Red Cross, bears the responsibility to re-
The Red Cross is
bound to that policy
by the Food and Drug
Administration.
move this outdated policy from its records. To
that end, I would suggest that the members of
the University of Maine community help the
GLBSCC focus their efforts toward the FDA
and away from Red Cross. I would personally
welcome the opportunity to sign a petition re-
questing that the FDA reconsider the policy.
Boycotting a blood drive and targeting an
organization that is not in control of the laws
that regulate its existence is not the right idea.
Why should innocent victims lose their lives
because people seek to protest and demonstrate
against the organization that does not control its
guidelines? I think the whole community should
accept the call to donate, and support a petition
effort for the FDA on behalf of the GLBSCC.
That way, the GLBSCC is able to make their
concerns known to the FDA (the real discrimi-
nators), and the people of the Northeast Blood
Region will have an ample supply of blood.
Anthony J. Bessey is a senior business ad-
ministration major, who cannot wait to get out
of this institution.
• Social Work saved from the ravages of AFFIRM
To the Editor:
This letter is to announce the joyous news
that the AFFIRM document's proposed elimi-
nation of the bachelor's degree in social work
and the proposed demotion of the school of
social work to a program (which would have
included only the master's in social work) has
been called off!!!
Many thanks to all who made it possible,
including many of the people who wrote let-
ters to President Hutchinson, the signers of
our petition, wearers of "School of Social Work
t-shirts, displayers of "Save Social Work"
bumper sticker and our other supporters. We
did it! A celebratory party will be held at the
school of social work, Annex C, on April 22,
3:30 - 5 p.m. This would have been the date and
time of the AFFIRM meeting dedicated to this
proposal.
Sharon E. L. Johnson
Junior in social work
Kenduskeag
1
will be alumni on May 12.
May graduation has always been some-
thing to look forward to, some of us had the
opportunity to graduate in December, but
decided to wait until May so we could grad-
uate outside with all of our friends and fami-
ly looking on. Having graduation outside in
May has also been a tradition. Some of us
watched our brothers and sisters graduate on
Alumni Field and some of our parents even
graduated on that field. This is our one spe-
cial day to spend together as a graduating
class. All we are asking is that university
officials rethink their decision and not rob us
of our dreams.
Jen Dobbins, Crissy Freeman, Kim
Fotter, Kim Croteau, Jennifer Hodges,
Cassy Billington, Leah McBreairty
Orono
• Graduate student fees
To the Editor:
Recently, the Association of Graduate
Students held a referendum on raising the
Graduate Activity fee. 31 percent of the
Graduate Students responded to the refer-
endum, of which 50.5 percent voted for the
increase and 49.5 percent voted against.
Even though the outcome for our referen-
dum was much higher and more representa-
tive than some votes we have seen in the
past, the Association of Graduate Students
has decided not to increase the activity fee
at this time.
Robert J. Dickson
President, Association of Graduate
Students
• The Right View
Life in the woods
Michael L. Lane
One is often given to
impressions of woods'
life as idyllic and virtu-
ous, a modern day Pla-
tonic Good Life. An out-
look undoubtedly shaped
by Thoreau's Walden, the genre's defini-
tive work. Woods' life, partly through Tho-
reau's austerity and partly through people's
perceptions of virginal forests, takes on an
almost monastic existence. In essence, the
Valhalla, which Thoreau and others paint
the woods as, is not always realized.
There is a village in northern Maine
whose history personifies this picture.
For many, woods' life was the last stop
before winding up half-starved, homeless
on the city streets. For those who came to
the village, life was difficult, and often day-
to-day. Yet they had what they wanted:
independence and the ability to provide for
their families. Between cutting and driving
pulp, hunting, trapping, guiding, bootleg-
ging and other odd jobs, these men man-
aged to feed their families and keep warm
in winter. Life for them was not glamorous.
It was not noble or virtuous. It was not the
Good Life. Villagers like Tom Henderson
who lived in a shack with a dirt floor, living
on sardines and canned peas because that
was all he could afford, did not think he
was living the Good Life.
Alec Gunn, together with his wife Mar-
ion, and their two daughters Hazel and
Betty, lived their supposed Good Life in a
home built only of two-by-four studs and
light sheathing, through winters when tem-
perature drops to 30 degrees below zero
were not uncommon.
Woods' life, specifically in the village,
was a struggle with the weather, with
neighbors, with work, with everything.
Whether for the company or oneself, work
was hard, long and difficult, all, usually,
for little pay. Spending the night on a log
raft whose surface had been rutted and
frayed by caulk boots, waiting for the
winds to abate so they could move their
boom of logs warping by hand seventeen
miles. Wading chest deep in snow, swing-
ing an axe into frozen spruce, not knowing
if the frozen fibers would explode sending
the tree hurtling in any direction. Sculling
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• Letters to the Editor
• The university robbed us
To the Editor:
Picture this: It's May 11, it's 80 degrees,
a gentle breeze is blowing and echoes of
graduation should be heard throughout cam-
pus. Instead, campus is quiet, graduation is
being held inside Alfond Arena and friend
who have lived through each other's heart-
aches and joys for the past four years are not
graduating together. The whole spirit of
graduation is split apart and a lot of the
happiness and excitement is gone. All of
this because the bleachers on Alumni field
have been deemed unsafe, and university
officials do not seem willing to do anything
to bring back the joy of this ceremony.
Recently, the football bleachers were ex-
amined by some engineers and they found
some inadequacies in the structures. As we
made calls to officials at this university, we
were told that there was absolutely no way
the bleachers could be repaired in time for
graduation. Yet, in a recent edition of the
Bangor Daily News, UMaine Athletic Di-
rector Sue Tyler talked about seeking short
term solutions, "If we had reason and we
knew that we were going to have 10-12,000
people, then we would scramble around."
Our question is: why, can't we scramble
around to allow graduation to be held out-
side? We highly doubt that the athletic de-
partment's short—term decision for the foot-
ball season would be to have games inside
Alfond Arena. The university has five whole
weeks to fix the bleachers, and since gradu-
ation is just as important as football season,
we feel the university should scramble
around to find a short—term solution and
allow graduation to be held outside.
Many of us also have family coming up
to attend the graduation ceremony. Since
the university has not given adequate notice
to graduates, our families will have to change
travel arrangements in order to watch their
sons and daughters graduate from college.
This does not effect only family, however.
Many of us will not be able to graduate with
the friends we have lived with and grown
with for the past four years. This is one of
the most special days we will experience
and not being able to share it with friends
and family is not only disappointing, but it
takes away from the happiness of the day.
This university has been recently plagued
with budget cuts. Many programs are being
cut and university officials look to alumni
for funding. This is not a time to have dis-
gruntled graduates because these graduates
a twenty-foot wooden bateau upriver 27
miles one day, only to return back down
river to the village the next day. Distilling
your own whiskey, only to have the still
explode, the splattered mash throwing a
pungent smell when the house burned to
the ground. This is what the men of the
village did to get by.
In an age finding more and more of us
trapped in "Dismal" offices, the mighty
lumbermen of old has been increasingly
memorialized. Lumberjack breakfasts,
Lumberjack suppers, Paul Bunyan and
Babe the Blue Ox, all thrived off of their
connection with the ideal view of lumber-
men. Wielding tools we don't even know
how to use anymore, these men tramped
through the woods, returning at the end of
the day to a supper of beans, biscuits, and
salt pork, falling quickly to sleep in
cramped, bug-infested bunk beds, pulling
the scratchy wool blankets up tight to their
necks, against the snow and wind blowing
through the chinks in the walls; these men
carved out their living.
It was a life
punctuated with
broken bottles,
shotgun blasts,
drowning and
poverty.
Lumbermen were not philosopher-kings
of the sylva. On the whole, they were de-
cent, hard-working men who tread the
Golden Mean between vice and virtue. Yet
within their ranks were also the dregs of
society. The drunks, the criminals and other
incorrigibles, which society had summari-
ly dismissed. The woods was the only op-
tion for them.
The village presents a picture of this
more realistic life. Abject poverty broken
but rarely. Men scattered employment be-
tween drunks. The work killed men; freez-
ing, drowning, burning, crushing or brak-
ing them to their miserable ends. Life in
the village was cruel, gritty, sweaty and
greasy. It was sore and worn. It was numb
and blurry. It was a life punctuated with
broken bottles, shotgun blasts, drowning
and poverty.
Michael L. Lane is a senior philosphy
and history major.
Your opinion
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Monday, April 15
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Ad-
versity will bring out the best in you this year.
The more you're forced to respond to negative
influences, the harder you'll try and the more
you'll achieve. You've been hoping for a chance
to prove yourself, and this is it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): No matter
how hard you try to control your temper today,
planetary influences will make you blow your
top. Don't read too much into what you say or
do. Everyone needs to let off steam occasional-
ly.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It may take
a while to overcome the worries which have
plagued you recently, but already you should be
looking forward to better days. Planetary activ-
ity after the 19th marks the start of your person-
al solar year. Get ready to put the past behind
you.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): The thing
you want the most is the one thing you'll try to
reject and, having neglected it, you'll do any-
thing to get it back. Forget about trying to
transform your life and enjoy what you have, it
happens to be what you need.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may
feel as if you could defeat the world today, but
any victories are liable to be short-lived if you
run roughshod over other people's feelings. No
matter how invincible you may think you are,
there's always someone tougher than you.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): It may appear
that you've lost control over certain aspects of
your lifestyle and the more you try to steer
yourself toward calmer waters, the more you're
drawn into a whirlpool of emotions. A confron-
tation is likely today, if not with others then
certainly with yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You'll get the
chance to tackle a long-standing financial or
business problem that has been worrying you.
It's up to you whether or not to take the opportu-
nity that's being offered. If you don't, it will be
a long time before the chance comes around
again.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Whether or
not you want to get involved in a family or
relationship dispute is beside the point. You
have to bring your Libran powers of fair play to
bear if the situation is to be sorted out to every-
one's satisfaction.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Open com-
munication, especially about subjects that upset
you, is the only way to avoid talking at cross
purposes with partners and loved ones. Neither
side may like what they hear, but at least the day
will end on a more understanding note than it
began.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
may feel inspired and enthusiastic, but you must
apply your talents in the right direction. If you
don't, it doesn't matter how much effort you
make, you'll never be satisfied with what you
achieve.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Plane-
tary activity is giving you a false sense of urgen-
cy. You feel that if you don't take action now,
you'll miss your chance. On the contrary, if you
do take action now, you may well do too much,
too soon. Leave it a day or two and your attitude
will mellow.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): If you try
to manipulate others' emotions today, you may
be surprised to find that it is your emotions
which are being exploited. You're never more
vulnerable than when you're trying to be smart
because there will always be someone smarter
and more manipulative than you.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You me be
eager to get some kind of project off the ground,
and today's planetary aspect is hardly likely to
increase your patience. By moving ahead too
quickly, however, your resources will soon run
dry. It may be frustrating, but the time is not yet
quite right for that big push.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Tuesday, April 16
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
may learn to break free from a restrictive situa-
tion and explore exotic places, but don't be too
eager to cut your ties with the past. If you're
serious about starting a new life, go ahead. If
not, stay exactly where you are.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Tomor-
row's eclipse in your birth sign is either a
turning point or a point of no return. It depends
on your attitude. What goes out of your life
will be surplus to requirements; what comes
into your life will be what you need.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Take some-
thing that seems ordinary and turn it into some-
thing special. You can do it if you try. You
can't escape your commitments, but you can
make life easier for yourself by searching for
meaning in even the most mundane of situa-
tions.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Planetary
activity appears to be undermining relation-
ships you once assumed would last forever.
But isn't it equally true to say that you're se-
cretly damaging these relationships yourself?
There must be a reason why you're putting so
much at risk. Find out what it is.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You know
what needs to be done and you can't afford to
wait a minute longer. You've been working up
to this moment for months, maybe even years.
If you fail to take advantage of it, you'll spend
the rest of your life lamenting what might have
been.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Life moves in
cycles. One day you're up; the next day you're
down. Both Pluto in Sagittarius and tomor-
row's eclipse in Aries suggest you are nearing
the peak of a positive phase. There's every
reason to feel optimistic about the future.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): There's no
point in refusing to acknowledge that you have
a problem. It won't go away because you
simply choose to ignore it. But neither will it
hurt you as much as you fear if you make an
effort to resolve it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Planetary
influences give you the chance to put right any
minor disagreements which may have devel-
oped between you and a loved one over the
past few months. Major problems will take
longer to resolve, but this is the time to start.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): What
looked exciting a few months ago has now
degenerated into a boring routine and you're
desperate to escape. Tomorrow's solar eclipse
will enable you to cut your losses and move on,
but make sure it's what you really want. There's
no going back.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): It's
said that necessity is the mother of invention,
and you'll feel much more inventive today,
both personally and professionally, if you find
yourself compelled to make a decision. Great
changes are taking place in your life. Don't
hide in the shadows.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Don't
abandon what you know and trust. Everything
you need to make your life more fulfilling is in
front of you, only you seem determined to over-
look it. What you must learn today is not to
have what you want but to want what you have.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Believe
in yourself today and no goal will be too tough.
Allow even the smallest amount of doubt to
creep into your heart, and you'll subconscious-
ly set up barriers which prevent you from reach-
ing your goals. You were born to succeed so
claim your birthright!
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): The more
time you spend thinking about the best way
to tackle a difficult situation, the harder it
will be to start and the more laborious the
problem will appear. Throw yourself into
what needs to be done and your enthusiasm
Will carry you through.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Office
accessory
9 Emergency
room supply
15 Certain rifle
16 Vital passages
17409, e.g.
18 Track meet
officials
19 Boons
20 Sheathe
21 United
competitor
23 Ending with win
or hand
24 Tangled hair
mass
28 Catty
comments
30 Eraser Mate
alternative
32 So far
34 Piece of hard
candy
37 Insecticides
39 By the rules
40 Literal
42 Cut deeply
43 From Okla. City
to Birmingham
44 Extra
46 In —
(actually)
47 Adherents
SO Sneaked
52 Having a handle
54 Yank
59 Hang out
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ENLA I CAKE CUP
GEORGEBURNS I NA
GRAC I EALLEN GIN
AVON ELEVATE
ACRU DANL ODES
0M00 FILE PCS
NAM JOE UI GRAMMA
THESUNSH I NEBOYS
OLDHAT EMUS KOH
VOW SAPS EENY
NEMO TOLL GERE
ALEKSE I OILY
BOA OHEIDDBOOK I I
OHM CENTENARIAN
BAS SEES TENTS
60 Crown, as a
sovereign
61 History
62 Tissue paper
sounds
63 Never forgive
oneself
64 Sizes up
DOWN
Complete bore
2 Finnish skiing
gold medalist
Maentyranta
3 Put the pedal to
the metal
4 Large green
parrots
5 Spiked
6 Reparations
7 Butt in
8 Fast musical
passages
9 Head
10 Section of the
body
11 Noted name in
steel
12 Health spa
offerings
13 Large
Mediterranean
port
14 Cape fox
22 Lost
leatherneck
24 Rung
25 Aces
26 Speaking to
27 Habiliments
No. 0120
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 12 13 14
5 16
17 18
19 20
11!24 25 26 27
2 22 23
28 29 30
32 33 35 36
37 38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51
52 53 sr 55 56 57 58
59 60
61 62
63 64
Puzzle by Frank A. Longo
29 Unique
31 Playwright Fitch
33 Member of the
familia
35 Alternative to
Magnavox
36 Cold north wind
38 Thimblefuls
41 cane
45 They spread
quickly
48 Khan's subject
49 Commemora-
tive stone
51 100 ore
52 Wing-shaped
53 Once, long ago
55 Finalizes the
deal
56 Jazzman
Tjader
et al.
57 TO — (just
right)
58 Early 60's TV
hero
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Trial
Kevorkian, lawyer turning courtroom into circus
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) —Jack Kevorlci-
an's back in court. It's show time.
See the doctor mugging for the cameras
in cardboard stocks, dragging a fake ball and
chain. Now he's parading in a white wig and
knee breeches — his retro-colonial look.
Always nearby is attorney, spokesman
and agent Geoffrey Nels Fieger. Watch Fieg-
er call the prosecutor a clown and insult the
judiciary's integrity. Marvel as he shouts,
gestures and chortles while strolling down
the hall, reporters hanging on every word.
Welcome to Jack and Geoff s Court-
house Circus.
While it angers many in the legal estab-
lishment, Fieger's in-your-face sideshow is
part of a well-planned campaign to frame
the debate in Kevorkian's fight to legalize
doctor-assisted suicide.
The image Fieger zealously promotes is
Dr. Kevorkian the maverick, Dr. Kevorkian
the martyr, Dr. Kevorkian the brave David
up against an out-of-touch legal Goliath
created by religious fanatics.
So far, it has worked.
Kevorkian this week faces his third trial
on charges that he broke the law by helping
two women take their lives. He was acquit-
ted of three assisted suicide charges in his
first two trials.
In defending Kevorkian, Fieger is pro-
tective, loud, intimidating, theatrical, abra-
sive, foul-mouthed and — even his critics
admit — highly effective. In a short time,
Fieger helped turn an obscure, eccentric
bachelor and retired pathologist into a house-
hold name.
"It would be a major mistake to underes-
timate his effectiveness, both in front of the
media or in the courtroom," Oakland Coun-
ty Prosecutor Richard Thompson said. "Of
course, being successful is not the touch-
stone of integrity or being morally or legally
right."
Thompson is Fieger's favorite target. He
calls him a deranged madman. He compares
him to Hitler. Thompson has endured such
invective for six years.
"In my mind, it underscores the lack of
legal or moral basis for his proposition that
they ought to legalize private killings, which
basically is what physician-assisted suicide
is," Thompson said.
Yale Kamisar, a law professor at the
University of Michigan and longtime oppo-
nent of assisted suicide, attributes much of
Fieger's success in defending Kevorkian to
his mastery of the news media.
"He gets enormous media attention,"
Kamisar said. "I've never seen anyone con-
trol, in effect, the reporting of a story."
Though Fieger will berate a reporter who
asks what he considers a stupid question, he
is almost always quotable.
"They know he's good copy — he says
outrageous things," Kamisar said. "But as
far as I'm concerned, they never give his
opponents equal time and challenge what he
says."
Fieger recently alleged that the Michi-
gan Court of Appeals was under the political
influence of Gov. John Engler, who opposes
Kevorkian. News accounts the next day
included those comments — and failed to
note that only five of the court's 28 judges
are Engler appointees.
Robert Giles, editor and publisher of The
Detroit News, agrees that Fieger's claims
sometimes go unchallenged.
"That's probably a fair criticism," he
said. "We probably don't challenge him or
follow up to debunk what he says in the way
we should."
Fieger's public criticism of judges and a
prosecutor has been challenged, however,
by the state Attorney Grievance Commis-
sion, which accused him of violating profes-
sional conduct rules in 1994.
Michigan's Attorney Discipline Board
dismissed the ethics charges on procedural
grounds last year, but the state Supreme
Court sent the case back to the board for
reconsideration. The board has yet to rule.
Fieger has called the charges "totally
UMAINE SUMMER
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Maine's Center of Learning, Discovery
and Service to the Public
For a 1996 Summer Session Catalog describing over
500 courses with 16 calendars of three-, five-, six-,
and eight-week day and evening courses, call the
UMaine Summer Session Office at 581-3142
or E-mail CEDSS@maine.maine.edu.
(Catalogs will be available March 4, 1996.)
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political." They haven't caused him to tone
down his rhetoric.
Consider his attack on the appeals court,
which came after the court granted several
prosecution appeals of the judge's proce-
dural rulings in Kevorkian's last trial.
"If they don't like what I'm saying,
come down here and talk to me," Fieger told
the cameras. "Don't hide in your little offic-
es and do like squirrels and rats and lizards
and mollusks."
That drew an unusual rebuke from the
president of the State Bar of Michigan, Th-
omas G. Keinbaum. He condemned Fieger
as "an obnoxious bully."
"He has demonstrated through the years
that his favored approach is to bully those
who disagree with him and pander to those
reporters who like his circuslike approach to
the law," Keinbaum wrote in a public letter.
Fieger's response?
"He's a coward and a brown-noser."
It's Fieger's lack of decorum that most
upsets those in his profession, including
those who admire his trial skills.
"Fieger's looked upon as being a very
effective advocate who pulls out all the
stops in representing his client," said Micha-
el Modelski, a former assistant prosecutor
now in private practice. "But some of the
stuff he does borders on the unethical."
Fieger makes no apologies: "My oppo-
sition deserves to be vilified, because
they're villains."
• Politics
Congressional candidates
spending big bucks on ads
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three candi-
dates for Congress have already spent nearly
$500,000 combined on television advertis-
ing in hopes of becoming better known to
Maine voters in the June primary.
Robert A.G. Monks, a Republican can-
didate for the U.S. Senate, has reportedly
spent more than $250,000 on three televi-
sion ads. Richard Spencer, a Democratic
candidate for the Senate, has spent more
than $110,000 on two ads.
Dale McCormick, a Democratic can-
didate for the U.S. House, has spent
$130,000 on political advertising to date.
McCormick has aired one ad introducing
herself to voters and purchased air time to
run ads during the last two weeks of the
campaign.
"All three of them have the same prob-
lem," said Christian Potholm, a professor
at Bowdoin College. "They have low name
recognition and it's a short campaign sea-
son."
Alan Caron, a Democratic strategist
from Portland, said the three candidates
had no choice but to advertise early.
"It takes a long time to introduce your-
self to the voters. And with only nine
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weeks from the primary, none of them has
a day to spare," said Caron.
Monks, a wealthy Cape Elizabeth busi-
nessman, is trying to become as well-
known as Susan Collins, who lost a bid for
governor in 1994 and is now competing
against Monks in the Republican Senate
primary.
State Sen. John Hathaway of Kenneb-
unkport is also seeking the Republican
Senate nomination for the seat being va-
cated by Republican Sen. Bill Cohen.
Like Monks, Spencer faces a better-
known rival in the Democratic Senate pri-
mary. Spencer, a Portland lawyer and mil-
lionaire, is competing against four oppo-
nents in the June primary. They include:
Jerald Leonard, a Falmouth businessman;
Jean Hay, a Bangor journalist; and state
Sen. Sean Faircloth of Bangor, a lawyer.
But Spencer's main rival is Joseph
Brennan, a former two-term governor and
former two-term congressman. Spencer
has tried to establish himself as the stron-
gest alternative to Brennan.
To date, Spencer has invested $115,000
of his own money in the campaign, said
Barbara Holt, Spencer's campaign man-
ager.
McCormick faces former Portland may-
or Tom Allen in the primary for the Dem-
ocratic nomination for the 1st District seat
occupied by freshman Rep. James B. Lon-
gley Jr. Longley is seeking re-election.
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• Museum
•, •
Protesters storm controversial nag exhibit
PHOENIX (AP) — For the second time
since a controversial American flag exhibit
opened last month, protesters Saturday dis-
mantled two of the displays showing flags
draped over a toilet and placed on the floor.
About 50 members of the "Vietnam
Veterans Motorcycle Club" and their fam-
ilies arrived on motorcycles, walked into the
Phoenix Art Museum and removed the flags,
said spokeswoman Amy Can.
After an hour of sometimes heated de-
bate with museum officials and other pa-
trons, the protesters trickled out and the
exhibits were reinstated.
The same displays were dismantled by
some of the 300 protesters who gathered on
March 16 for the opening of "Old Glory: the
American Flag in Contemporary Art." A
handful of daily protesters have stood out-
side the museum since.
Saturday's protest came as a local coun-
cilwoman proposed selling the publicly
owned museum building and the land on
which it sits in protest of the toilet exhibit
and another display showing a flag made of
human skin.
"What's next? Are they going to do an
exhibit making fun of people with handi-
caps?" Councilwoman Frances Emma Bar-
wood said. "I don't want to be responsible
for stuff like that. Let it be done in the private
sector. We shouldn't be in the art business."
The displays also prompted corporate
sponsors to withdraw their support from the
museum and provoked national criticism:
House Speaker Newt Gingrich earlier this
month declined an invitation to the exhibit,
saying: "I don't have to look at a U.S. flag
in the toilet to know that it is wrong."
After removing the flags Saturday, the
• Legislation
Congress to send anti-
terrorism bill to Clinton
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Republican
anti-terrorism bill Congress hopes to have
on President Clinton's desk before Friday's
anniversary of the Oklahoma City bombing
falls short of what the administration wants,
Attorney General Janet Reno said Sunday.
Reno said the bill should contain provi-
sions requiring taggants, or markers, on
explosives and should adjust wiretapping
rules to conform with changes in technolo-
gy.
A Republican compromise plan that
could be announced as early as Monday
drops both those provisions, although it does
restore two other items the administration
wanted — the ability to ban fund-raising in
the United States by groups linked to terror-
ism and to expedite the deportation of known
terrorists.
Reno, speaking on NBC's "Meet the
Press," did not say if Clinton would sign the
bill in that form. "The president will need to
look at the whole bill, see just what's in it
and make an appropriate determination."
Clinton, in his weekly radio address
Saturday, charged that House Republicans,
under pressure from the gun lobby, "gut-
ted" the Senate version that he supports.
"I urge Congress to change course, put the
national interest before the special inter-
est," he said.
Freshman Rep. Bob Barr, R-Ga., who
led the House revolt against wiretapping
and other key provisions of the bill, said he
supported the compromise being worked
out by House-Senate negotiators.
Twin City Plaza* Brewer, Maine 959-0424
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veterans carefully folded them, handed them
to museum officials, then stood in line to
write in a comment book placed in one of the
displays. Before the flag was removed, vis-
itors had to stand on the flag to write in the
book.
"It's insulting to the flag, insulting to
America and insulting to us," said John Mc-
Farland, a Vietnam veteran from Phoenix.
Museum officials called the controversy
"inspiring," noting that 1,000 people visit-
ed the exhibit Saturday — the number that
usually visits in a week.
"There were some very powerful dis-
cussions between patrons and (veterans)
today," Can said. "But that is to be expect-
ed, the flag itself is a very powerful sym-
bol."
Barwood says she has the definite sup-
port of one other council member and the
"interest" of an additional three for her
proposal to sell the museum. The proposal
requires a majority vote of the eight-mem-
ber council.
The 37-year-old museum is a private
entity, but the city owns the land and the
building.
Barwood says she would use proceeds
from the sale, along with any additional
savings, to create community centers for
teen-agers. Upkeep of the building cost the
city more than $400,000 last year.
Museum officials say politicians
shouldn't have the right to monitor every
project that uses public funds.
"Are you going to dictate the content of
every display in the Civic Plaza? Or books
in the Public Library?" said museum direc-
tor Jim Ballinger.
Before it could sell the property, the city
would first have to buy its way out of a 20-
year operating agreement signed in 1994
between the city and the museum.
More than 14,000 people have seen the
flag exhibit, which runs through June 16.
The exhibit was shown previously in Cleve-
land and in Colorado Springs, Colo., where
it drew little protest, said museum spokes-
woman Gail Griffin.
Locally, however, the exhibit also has
resulted in the loss of corporate support.
The Salt River Project, an electric utility
company, recently withdrew a $30,000 gift
for two other museum projects, including an
exhibition called "Converging Cultures: Art
and Colonialism in Spanish America."
Can said officials are looking for alter-
nate funding.
• Revolution
Few US citizens left in Liberia
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. mil-
itary evacuated one more helicopter full of
Americans on Sunday from volatile Mon-
rovia as an open-ended airlift plan contin-
ued with few U.S. citizens remaining in
Liberia.
"We do not consider this evacuation to
be over because we haven't been able to get
hold of every American and find out their
intentions," said a State Department offi-
cial who spoke on condition of anonymity.
"Our view is the situation is very fluid
still."
But no more evacuation flights out of
Monrovia were immediately scheduled, ac-
cording to the Pentagon. And only 18 gov-
ernment workers and Marines were left to
guard the U.S. Embassy complex amid a
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tenuous cease-fire.
"It's been a successful operation so far
in terms of pulling people out," said Lt. Col.
Roger Kaplan, a Pentagon spokesman. "It's
a fairly stable situation for Americans. But I
wouldn't want to be a Liberian right now."
No injuries were reported among Amer-
icans, who U.S. officials said were not tar-
geted by rebels more intent on looting and
searching for food and shelter.
One helicopter was called upon Sunday
to evacuate a group of 30 to 35 Americans
"who changed their minds about leaving"
or who simply turned up at the embassy,
Kaplan said.
Other Americans might have decided to
stay or make their own way out of Liberia,
according to the State Department official.
"We just don't have any reliable figures
about how many Americans might be left."
The evacuation, which began Tuesday,
was the third U.S. military rescue operation
in this decade triggered by civil war in
Liberia. The airlift was prompted by re-
newed fighting that began nine days ago.
According to the State Department, the
military evacuated 1,642 people, including
285 U.S. citizens. A couple of hundred of
the non-American evacuees were depen-
dents or others traveling with Americans.
The U.S. ambassador in Monrovia put
the total evacuation figure at 1,800.
Although most of the foreigners evac-
uated were diplomats or aid workers,
some were Liberians fleeing possible
political persecution, the State Depart-
ment official said.
Ladies, you asked for it, you got it!
The First—Ever
Male Best Body Contest
Wed. April 17th at Geddy's Pub. (1&i-Over)
$300 to the winner
Men sign up at Geddy's.
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• Traffic
Deadly accidents increase
after speed limits go up
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — Deadly
traffic accidents increased by more than 17
percent on California's most traveled roads
during the state's first 11 weeks of higher
speed limits, an Associated Press review found.
"It's obviously a concern to us. We don't
like to see the numbers go up at all," said
California Highway Patrol spokesman Steve
Kohler. "We're keeping an eye on it."
Fatal car accidents had been declining in
California since 1987.
Opponents of the speed increase, initiated
after the federal government dropped the 55
mph national speed limit, said they had expect-
ed more highway deaths. Supporters of the
change said they don't believe the increase in
accidents has anything to do with the speed
limit change.
Highway patrol and state transportation
officials said it's too early to blame the acci-
dent increase on the rise in speed limits, saying
a 12-month period wculd have to be studied
before any reliable conclusions could be
reached.
Crashes overall during the latest period for
which statistics are available — Dec. 17, 1995
to Feb. 29, 1996 — were up 8.6 percent
compared to the same period 12 months earli-
er, California Highway Patrol records show.
The overall statistics are for 97,579 miles
of highway and freeway patrolled by CHP,
including about 4,100 miles where the speed
limit was boosted to 65 mph beginning Dec. 17
or 70 mph starting Jan. 7.
The highway patrol was unable to provide
a breakdown of whether the fatal accidents
occurred on roads where speed limits increased.
And the figures do not include highways under
the jurisdiction of county sheriff's depart-
ments or local police.
Unsafe speed for driving conditions was
the reason for nearly half of the crashes during
the 11-week period and the second most com-
mon cause of accidents, after improper turns,
in which one or more people died, according to
records.
Judie Stone, president of Advocates for
Highway and Auto Safety, a consumer organi-
zation that opposed the speed limit increase
nationally, said she is not surprised by devel-
opments in California.
"We expected to see an increase in acci-
dents and fatalities. It's clear what happens
when you raise speed limits. People push the
limit and speeds go up. Chances of being
involved in a crash, or being killed or injured,
go up with speed," Stone said.
Barry Carmody, president of the Associa-
tion of California Insurance Companies, be-
lieves California is seeing the beginning of a
trend.
"Accidents are going to go up," he said.
But a group that helped engineer the speed
limit increase, the National Motorists Associ-
ation, said any increase in California accidents
is not the fault of the new limits.
"It's a stretch to say it was caused by the
speed limit," said association spokesman Bob
Morrow. "We haven't increased the speed of
traffic that much. People were always travel-
ing 70 mph to 75 mph, even when it wasn't
legal. Now it's legal."
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The Presidential Select Committee
on Faculty and Administration
Evaluations
will meet to
organize student evaluations
• of professors
• and administrators.
Sunday, April 21 at 4 p.m.,
Room 1912, Memorial
Union. *
•
Brought to you by the president of the
University of Maine Student Government, Inc.
If you would like to be involved but cannot
make the meeting, please contact
Ben Meiklejohn at 581-1774.
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Sports Brieft
Miami reserve slain
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) — Re-
serve University of Miami linebacker
Marlin Barnes and a woman were slain
Saturday in a campus apartment at-
tack.
Calling it a double homicide, olice
said Barnes had "sustained trauma,"
but did not elaborate. The unidentified
woman was found in an adjacent room,
wounded and in critical condition.
She was taken to Jackson Memorial
Hospital's Ryder Trauma Center, where
she died.
Detective Tony Carvajal said he did
not know the method, motive or weap-
on used in the deaths. Carvajal said
police were trying to confirm the wom-
an's identity, but said she appar mitly
was not a student.
The victims were found by a student
returning home to his apartment at 7:30
a.m. who found the door obstructed. He
peered inside and saw a man lying
against the door in a pool of blood,
police said.
University president Edward "Tad"
Foote called the murders "an unspeak-
able tragedy."
"When young people die ... it's a
terrible, terrible loss," he said.
Foote said the slayings had shaken
the school, and a rumor hotline has been
set up to calm fears.
"Our students are strong, good peo-
ple," Foote said. "But this has been a
terrible shock to everybody."
Counselors were brought to campus
to calm students and security has been
sharply increased, Foote said.
Barkley, Richmond
picked for Dream Team
NEW YORK (AP) — Olympic vet-
eran Charles Barkley of Phoenix and
Sacramento guard Mitch Richmond
were added to the U.S. Olympic bas-
ketball team Saturday, the "Dream
Team's" final two members.
Barkley, who played in Barcelona
four years ago, apparently changed his
mind after declining an invitation to
the 12-man team six months ago.
"It's not that often you get to repre-
sent your country and it's a special
event," Barkley said on NBC's pre-
game show NBA Showtime. "I'm sur-
prised, very surprised actually. It's a
great honor, and I think it's something
that's still fun and exciting."
Those invited earlier to play for
Olympic coach Lenny Wilkens of the
Atlanta Hawks include Anfernee Hard-
away, Grant Hill, Karl Malone, Reggie
Miller, Hakeem Olajuwon, Shaquille
O'Neal, Scottie Pippen, David Robin-
son, Glenn Robinson and John Stock-
ton.
Malone, Pippen, Stockton and Rob-
inson played in 1992, along with one
college player — Christian Laettner.
Barkley was the star, a boulevardier of
Barcelona who entertained and outraged
the world with his antics off the court
while averaging 18 points in an 8-0
U.S. run to the gold medal.
• Baseball
Harriman, Black Bears cruise to win
From Staff Reports
The University of Maine baseball team
on Saturday got another strong pitching
performance from Josh Harriman and
managed to split a double header with
the University of Vermont.
Harriman pitched five innings of one-
hit ball and Garrett Quinn came into
record with his fifth save of the season, as
the Black Bears beat the Catamounts 2-0
to move to 8-30, 4-6 in the North Atlantic
Conference.
Maine scored both runs in the fourth
inning. With one out, runners on second
and third and the infield in, John Ellis
smashed a line drive that just went off the
glove of Matt Byrant at second base for a
single to score Ron Coombs. Jeff Longo
followed with a sac fly to score T.J.
Sheedy.
Craig McFadzean took the loss for
Vermont, allowing two runs on four hits
in four innings.
In the first game Jerry Lynde retired
15 of the last while pitching a complete
game three hitter. Ethan Barlow scored
both of Vermont's run and had both of
Vermont's hits as the Catamounts won
2-1. He singled in with one out in the
fourth, advanced all the way to third with
a wild pitch and scored on a suicide
squeeze to tie the game at one. He then
scored the winning run when he led the
sixth with a double, reached third on a
fielder's choice and scored on a sacri-
fice fly.
Rex Turner had the only RBI for the
Black Bears and Pete Fisher pitched a
complete game two—hitter, but it wasn't
enough.
Softball
The University of Maine softball team
dropped two more games this weekend,
this time losing to Boston University.
In the first game Maine was shut out
by Audrey West. West gave up just three
hits and struck out 14.
In the second game West pitched two
and two—thirds innings to get the save as
the Terriers won 2-1.
Lucas "Dukin' Luke" Barker takes a swing at Andrew "The Bulldog" Lumb
during Friday's Toughman Contest. (Page Photo.)
• Men's track
Maine runners dominate UNH
From Staff Reports
The University of Maine men's track
team had its coming—out party Saturday
at its only home track meet of the season,
beating rival New Hampshire, 97-66.
Maine was led by the Dereck Tread-
well who won both the 800 meter run and
the mile. Treadwell finished with a time
of 4 minutes 9.7 seconds in the mile,
beating New Hampshire's Al Bernier and
Tim McCormick. In the 800, Treadwell's
time was 1:52.8, three seconds ahead of
second-place finisher Jon Guatavson of
UNH.
The Black Bears got a big day from
Kirk Carter, who won three events. Cart-
er out—jumped teammate Brian Bonser
by nearly a foot in the long jump. Cart-
er's jump of 22-6.5" was more than
enough to win the event.
Carter also won the 400 meter hurdles
with a time of 59.81 and was a member of
Maine's first-place 4x100 meter relay.
Junior Andre Pam was a big factor as
well for the Black Bears, earning 10
points. Pam beat out UNH's Dan Roth-
stein and Maine's Byron Brown, with a
time of 11:13. Pam's other five points
came in the 4x100 meter relay. Pam an-
chored Maine's team, also consisting of
David Altenberg, Carter and Byron
Brown, which finished with a time of
43.4.
Maine's sprinters dominated the day
taking a total of six events. Joe Moody
captured a first-place finish in the 400
with a time of 50.28 seconds, beating out
teammate Chris Gamache, who finished
with a time of 51.62. Brown out—raced
New Hampshire's Ben Alvord, to win the
200 and also finished third in the 100.
Black Bear Jerry Hess finished third in
the 110 meter high hurdles with a time of
16.63.
Not to be outdone were Maine's field
competitors. Senior Jeff Amos won two
events for the Black Bears. Amos fin-
ished first in the discus with a throw of
157'4.5" and the shot put with a throw of
45'3.75". Brenner Abbott won the pole
vault for the Black Bears with a vault of
14'6" and Jeff Seney won the high jump
with a leap of 6'55". Andrew Oliver
earned five points by winning the javelin
by a convincing 212'9", beating team-
mate Pat Jude, who finished second with
a throw of 185'8".
• Column
Toughmen
do battle
in Bangor
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
Hockey players have a
tough reputation. They
check each other, don't
have a lot of their own
teeth and like to fight a
lot. Shawn Wansborough fits that bill
perfectly (well, I don't know if he has
any false teeth, you'd have to ask him.)
With a little encouragement from fel-
low University of Maine hockey team-
mates, Wansborough entered the first ever
Toughman Contest in the Bangor area,
held Friday and Saturday night at the
Bangor Auditorium. Wansborough, a.k.a.
"The Grim Reaper," took very little time
to establish himself against "Ballsy Bo"
Dale Hall, and won by unanimous deci-
sion after three rounds.
"I act like a tough guy in the locker
room so the guys wanted to see me fight,"
said a weary Wansborough. "I decided to
do it yesterday, then I said I was going to,
but the guys were bugging me all day, so
I decided to do it."
Forty other street fighters took advan-
tage of the Tough Man contest to get out
a few of their aggressions and practice
their favorite hobby. Not much skill was
involved in the fights, which at times
looked more like slap fights with hands
flailing and not much contact being made.
Promoter Johnny Boz did the people
of Bangor a good deed by bringing this
poor excuse for a boxing match to the
area. If anything, viewers got a good
laugh, as they watched these men living
out their childhood dreams of fighting all
dressed in crazy outfits of all varieties
with the cheesiest nicknames you've ever
heard.
The fighters came from everywhere
and did everything. There was a cop,
"Cosmo" Chris Greely; a University of
Maine student, Andrew "the Bulldog"
See COLUMN on page 18
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Jay "The Sandman" Patterson gets a drink between rounds at the Toughman
Contest Friday night. (Page Photo.)
• NBA
One more for the record
CLEVELAND (AP) — The Chicago
Bulls reached the threshold of NBA his-
tory Sunday, tying the league record of
69 victories in a season as they beat the
Cleveland Cavaliers 98-72 behind Micha-
el Jordan's 32 points and 12 rebounds.
The Bulls matched the record set in
1971-72 by the Los Angeles Lakers of
Wilt Chamberlain and Jerry West. Chi-
cago can surpass it — and become the
first NBA team ever to reach 70 wins —
Tuesday night at Milwaukee.
The game actually meant more in the
standings to Cleveland, which dropped a
full game behind New York in a four-
way race that includes Atlanta and De-
troit for the fourth playoff seed in the
East. The fourth seed gets home-court
advantage in the first round.
The Bulls settled this one early, tak-
ing control late in the first quarter when
Jordan capped a 7-0 flurry with a 3-point
shot that made it 21-13. The Cavs set the
slow pace that they prefer, but they missed
12 of their first 18 shots and never recov-
ered.
Ron Harper scored 15 and Scottie Pip-
pen 13 for Chicago. Terrell Brandon led
the Cavs with 21 points, and Chris Mills
had 16.
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Lumb; and a high school kid, Lucas
"Duckin' Luke" Barker.
They weren't shy to admit that they
like to fight either. When Barker was in-
troduced to the crowd, his hobbies were
listed as hanging out with his friends and
fighting. Does this mean he likes to hang
out with and fight his friends or he likes to
hang out with his friends and fight other
people? By the way, he attacked Lumb in
their first—round matchup. I have to say he
doesn't care, he just likes to fight.
Kenny "the Rumbler" Rogerson let
everyone know right away he was a street
fighter, and he probably wishes he was
fighting in the street because he couldn't
fit into the protective jock strap that the
fighters were forced to wear.
Wansborough made Maine proud by
pummeling his opponent. Other than his
nickname, he didn't do anything to em-
barrass himself. Actually, compared to
some of the other fighters, he looked
pretty good. He didn't wear leather calf-
high moccasins like Jay "the Sandman"
Patterson, he just walked out in a pair of
Maine hockey sweat pants and did his
thing.
"He was pretty impressive, he's out of
shape though," said Wansborough's
teammate Jeff Libby.
Next time Wansborough will be in bet-
ter shape and may think twice, or he could
lose a few teeth while not playing hockey.
• Boston Marathon
Patriots day tradition continues
BOSTON (AP) — From beef stew and a
laurel wreath to a $100,000 prize. From 15
runners to 40,000. From John McDermott to
Cosmas Ndeti, Roberta Gibb to Rosie Ruiz,
John Kelley (the elder) to John Kelley (the
younger).
Like the men and women who have run
in it, the Boston Marathon has come a long
way.
Fifteen men lined up on Patriots Day in
1897 for the first Boston Marathon, with
McDermott leading the 10 finishers by over
six minutes. A century later, more than
38,000 runners — and thousands more un-
welcome bandits — will amass in Hopkin-
ton on Monday when the 100th Boston
Marathon field makes its 26.2-mile com-
mute downtown.
"I never thought it would ever be like
this. Not in its wildest days," said 88-year-
old race patriarch John A. Kelley, ,a two-
time winner, seven-time runner-up and 58-
time finisher. "It will be the celebration of
celebrations."
Kenyan Cosmas Ndeti is favored to win
an unprecedented fourth consecutive title;
his son Gideon Boston, named in honor of
win No. 1, will be here to watch. German
Uta Pippig, who ran the two fastest wom-
en's marathons in the world last year, is
strongly favored to win her third consecu-
tive Boston race.
Pippig says she respects the abilities of
every opponent, which is spreading the re-
spect a little thin when there are an unprec-
edented 9,220 other women lining up against
her. Ndeti says he doesn't care how many
runners are in the race —as long as they stay
behind him.
"That's what I'm hoping," he said.
Ndeti said he was going after his 1994
course record of 2:07:15. But the biggest
field in the event's history — four times
bigger, in fact — creates a lot of uncertain-
ties.
"When I won it in 1975, there were
2,000 runners," four-time winner Bill Rodg-
ers said of his first victory. "And we thought
it was a big race."
Now, there are that many from Canada
alone.
Everybody wants to be in Boston for the
100th. The Boston Athletic Association of-
fice was deluged with calls and letters from
runners who didn't qualify or forgot to mail
their applications, begging for a bib.
"It's two different races this year," BAA
spokesman Jack Fleming said. "Usually,
it's just who gets from Point A to Point B the
fastest. This is the first year that the focus
has been on the everyday runner and run-
ning itself as much as it is on winning."
It's been a nice, long run for the Boston
Marathon: downhill at first, with trouble-
some climbs along the way.
Women were excluded until Roberta
Gibb, the race's most beloved bandit, broke
the barrier in 1966. The next year, Katherine
Switzer got a bib number by using her first
initial on the entry form, then had to evade
BAA official Jock Semple when he tried to
chase her off the course.
Since 1972, the race has proudly wel-
comed its female contestants — all except
one, that is. Rosie Ruiz was unofficially
declared the winner of the 1980 race until it
See BOSTON on page 20
Upcoming Intramural
Activities
Activity
Coed Indoor Softball
Coed Tennis Doubles
Outdoor Softball
Coed Basketball
Golf Tourney (Maine Day)
Triathlon (Maine Day)
Track Meet (Wed. May 1)
Entries Due
Fri. April 12
Fri. April 12
Fri. April 12
Tues. April 16
Mon. April 22
Tues. April 23
Fri. April 26
Applications can be picked up at the Rec. Sports
Office, 140 Memorial Gym.
(Call 581-1082 if you have questions)
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final at the Estoril Open in Portugal later
Sunday.
"It's nice to get the ranking here and I am
going to Tokyo where hopefully I can hang on
to it," said Sampras, who earned $43,000 for
his 10th victory in 17 matches against his
fellow American. "But as! have said before,
it is the rankings at the end of the year that
f ts• apar
3 Bedroom house Penobscot river views.
$600+utilities. Deposit, lease. 827-6788.
Brewer 1BR Twnhse Apt 11/2 baths, all
appliances, $450/mo Available May 3 1/2
mo sublease 1 yr 3 1/2 mo rental 989-4125
Bradley- 1 br apt in quiet setting.
$350/mo+elec. No pets. 7 miles-
campus. Refs & sec dep. 827-7017.
For Rent in June 3-4 bedroom APTS.
w/oil heat; 11/2 baths, fully
applianced w/dishwasher Crosby & Hill
St., Orono Quiet neighborhood chem-
free 1/2 mile from Campus 866-3785
Old Town 3BR 'IBA on Bus Rt. Clean
spacious and quiet. No pets. $650 mo
including heat + hot water. Deposit
650 Call 827-2015 or 537-3555
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APART-
MENTS 660/mth. Luxury two bedroom
townhomes. Includes Heat, Water,
Sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. and Lease
Req. Close to Campus. Call 945-6955.
STUDENTS ONLY! Live rent free while in
college. Nice Bangor two family home.
Call owner, eve., 781-3968
3+4 Bedroom apt June 1st also 2 Br 500 and up
Lease dep Call Kerry 941-9539 EVE Day 827-6189
Sublet Stillwater Apartment from May to
August. Option to lease at end of Aug.
$262.50 Jen at 866-46622
2 Bedrooms 2 skylights 2 mi Heat/Hot
water/ gas stove incl. Avail May 827-9151
Orono- 2 BR Avail Summer 96 or Summer
96 thru Summer 97 Great location, very
spacious 500/mo Call 866-3764
Orono apartments 1 Br heat & hot
water 285 2 br heat & hot water 550 3
br house great landlords 866-2518-3248
Country living townhouse apts. Private,
quiet 2 BR 1 1/2 bath, kit, LR, private entry.
On-site laundry. 9 min. to campus. Heated
& HW included 575/mo. 866-7798.
• NASCAR
Labonte enters racing record books in style
NORTH WILKESBORO, N.C. (AP)
— Terry Labonte drove into the record
books Sunday with a performance befitting
NASCAR's Iron Man, outdueling team-
mate Jeff Gordon to cap a wild finish and
win the First Union 400.
Career victory No. 17 came on the day
Labonte tied Richard Petty's all-time Win-
ston Cup record by starting his 513th con-
secutive race. Labonte, who began his streak
in January 1979, can break the record sim-
ply by starting next week's event in Mar-
tinsville, Va.
Labonte, who started his Chevrolet
Monte Carlo on the pole Sunday at North
Wilkesboro Speedway and led six times for
167 laps, appeared headed for a second-
place finish behind Rusty Wallace. But
Wallace collided with the lapped car of
John Andretti while pulling away from the
field on lap 374 of the 400-lap event.
"Rusty had us beat," said Labonte,
who barely beat Gordon out of the pits on
the subsequent caution and held him off the
rest of the way in a 16-lap sprint that
featured very tight — but clean — racing.
"I was glad it was Jeff behind me be-
cause we've always raced each other real
clean," Labonte said. "I knew he wasn't
going to do anything to me."
Gordon, who was bidding for his third
consecutive victory, made several attempts
to take the lead in the closing laps but
wound up about 3 feet behind Labonte,
whose durability has earned him the nick-
name of Iron Man.
"There just wasn't enough room to get
it done cleanly," Gordon said. "Sure, I
could have put the bumper to him, but that
doesn't do you any good next week."
Labonte' s fourth career triumph on
North Wilkesboro' s .625-mile, low-banked
oval was worth $229,025.
Dale Earnhardt wound up third, about
15 car-lengths back, followed by Robert
Pressley, who recorded the best finish of
his two-year Winston Cup career. Sterling
Marlin was the only other driver on the lead
lap.
Wallace beat Labonte and Gordon out
of the pits after the race's second caution
flag flew on lap 319 for a spin by Elton
Sawyer.
The top three drivers held their position
until lap 374, when Andretti got spun by
Geoff Bodine going down the backstretch
and hit the outside retaining wall. As An-
dretti' s Ford careened down across the track
toward the inside apron, the leaders came
roaring up on the scene.
Wallace couldn't get out of the way.
Labonte, Gordon and the rest of the leaders
did.
The crash caused significant front-end
damage to Wallace's Ford. He wound up
33rd in the 37-car field, a bitter pill to
swallow after leading three times for 119
laps.
"I cannot believe it. I really can't,"
• Tennis
Sampras wins, takes No. 1 ranking in the world
HONG KONG (AP) — Top-seeded Pete
Sampras defeated two-time defending cham-
pion Michael Chang 6-4, 3-6, 6-4 Sunday to
win the $328,000 Salem Open and regain his
No. 1 ranking on the ATP Tour.
Sampras took over the top spot from Tho-
mas Muster, despite Austrian's 7-6 (7-4), 6-4
victory over Italian Andrea Gaudenzi in the
apartm,
Apt. for Fall semester '96. 1,2,3,4, & 5 BR.
Close to UM. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Old Town showing + leasing 1 bed from
$350, 2 bed-$425, 4 bed-$750 Heat +
Hot water Inc' call 827-7404
1 BR APT heat + hot water inc. $375 +
security in Old Town 827-4561 Lease
Orono effic. Apts. close to campus,
store, and laundry heat incl. Aug + Sept
Leases $335-415+ dep Lou, 866-4487
Old Town- 3 bedroom heated 600. Also
3 bedroom heated 575. Parking, storage,
coin op Call 990-3576
Orono Townhouse APTS 2 br, 2 bath
basement for storage heat & h/w incl.
$600/mo + dep. call Lou 866-4487
ORONO 2Br APT for sublease this summer
10 min walk to campus great location
$400 per month call 866-4493
Live off Campus yet close to Class! 1, 2 &
3Br utis maintenance FREE!! 30 day lease
$399& up Call 866-4300.
Spring is here! Don't wait til Fall...Need
an apt? Just give us a call! 30 day lease!
866-4300. EHO.
Great 1,2,3 apartments as well as several
houses 942-6711 or evenings 827-3489 Cheryl
Roommate wanted NTS or Grad prfrd
avail 1st wk in June 2brm fully fm n $225
mo call Marty at 866-5741
Orono 1 Bdr furnished modern walk to
UM professional setting summer or year
round $450 947-1874 862-4139
For Rent Bradley- 9mi to campus mobile
home excellent condition Quiet 3br Kit
Bath Lrm 866-7798 $600/mo
1BR Apt in Old Town for immediate
rent $350 per month heated call 827-
1078 for details
Large 3-4 bdrm apt. View of Great
Works Dam. $650 includes heat, hot
water. Deliosit, lease 827-6788
Come to ''•
count."
Sampras, trying to attack Chang's second
serve, broke the Chinese-American in the fifth
game to win the first set, but Chang came back
in the second set, breaking in the sixth game.
Sampras won the match with a break in the
final game of the third set, outduelling Chang
at the net.
ent s • ap
Apts. for May term & summer sessions.
Walking distance to UM. Eff., 1, 2, & 3 BR.
866-2516/941-9113. Roommate also wanted.
Bradley- 1 br apt in quiet setting
$350/ mo + elec. No pets. 7 miles-
campus. Ref & sec dep. 827-7017.
2, 3, 4 Br apartments available. Various
occupancy dates. Sec, +Ref required. 1 yr
leases call 827-3252
Luxurious Townhouses & Flats in a
beautiful setting within walking distanc-
to UMO. Kitchen has self cleaning oven,
side by side refrigerator/freezer, microwave
garbage disposal, dishwasher, washer/
dryer, large fireplace in living room,
cathedral ceilings, atrium doors to deck &
private wooded yard, oak spiral staircase,
30 foot bedrooms w/skylights, 2 full baths,
storage, parking. heat & hot water included.
4 tenants per unit. Townhouses $940 ($235
per tenant), flats $850 ($212.50 per
tenant). Taking applications for May &
September occupancy. tel. 866-0298/989-
5775 Pager: 823-9968
Old Town 4 Br 2 bath house $750 plus
util modern great cond DW+WD hook-up
sec+ lease call 827-3780 avail 6-1
Old Town Ig 3 br $675 H+HW inc
modern great condition w/D hook-up
4th student extra so call 827-3780
SUMMER APT FOR RENT! Cute 2
bedroom close to campus avail. May 13
asking $400/mos or BO Call 866-0240!
Up to 3 SUMMER SUBLETS avail at
spacious Orono apt $150/mo+util.
Own room; nice area; 10 min walk 2
campus/downtown. Call 866-3904
Summer Sublet 2 roommates to share apt
in College Park 1 space AVL May 13 have
may for free 200 m H/HW inc call 866-
5654
lace your apart!) e
Wallace said. "I thought I had it cleared
low but I didn't. I cannot believe it. In all
the years I've been racing, that's a first."
Andretti' scar burst into flames after the
collision, but he quickly got out and was
not injured. Nonetheless, it marked the
fourth time in seven races this season that
he failed to finish an event.
"I don't know when our luck's going to
change, but I guess it will help when one
guy gets off the race track," said Andretti,
who also was involved in a wreck with
Bodine last month in Darlington, S.C.
The race was red-flagged for 11 min-
utes while crews cleaned up the mess at the
end of the backstretch. When the cars were
restarted and were allowed to pit, Labonte
and Gordon both recorded stops of 19.2
seconds and appeared to cross the line at
the end of pit road at the same time.
But NASCAR officials said Labonte
was the first out, and Gordon never was
able to pull even the rest of the way.
ASTEE
WOUTH.
fT
4.;
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
pin A Public Servh.e ot the USDA Forest ServiLle oud
your State Forester
5 Bedrooms. 2 full baths townhouses
close to U.M. modern, clean, carpeted,
decks front & rear, tri-level, great river
view & river access. 1 block to Tennis
courts, Banfield & Post Office. Plenty of
parking, pets ok. Privacy assured, plus
much, much, more. Rent is $875. per
month including heat, water, sewer, trash
& snow removal. That's $175. each for 5
persons. call 827-6212 & save
Mellow roommates m/f wanted to share
5bdrm house Old Town $130/mo + utils
827-8706 ask 4 Vinny or Erika
Summer sublet person to share
townhouse. Own bedroom. May to July
$155/mo. +util. Call 827-0192
50 High St, Old Town 2 Bdrm Apt avail now.
$500/mo includes Heat&HW &off street
parking & coin op toll free 7504119
Orono APTS showing + leasing Eff-1-2-3-4
Bedroom Apts from $200 Heat & Hot
Water Included 827-7231
Old Town showing + leasing 1-2-3-4 Bedroom
Apts PLUS 3 Bed house Heat & Hot Water
included 827-7231
Bangor large 2 Br heat included $500W+D hook-up
great condition sec+lease avail: 5/1 call 827-3780
Cid Town large 1 BR 16x13 $410 H8d-lW indudecl
rnodem great condilion aval 6/15 cal 827-3780
Orono- Heated 1 & 2 BDRM APTS and
furnished RMS walking distance to
University 866-2816 866-7888
Summer Sublet- on river, 4 mi Rim campus. Ni22 area.
Nonsmok 31:dr price neg. call 1-6497 or 1-7662
For Rent in June 3-4 Bedroom APTS. w/oil
heat; 11/2 baths, fully applianced w/
dishwasher Crosby&Hill St., Orono quiet
neighborhood chem-free 1/2 mile from
campus 866-3785
140 Stillwater Ave, Old Town 2 bdrm apt
avail 5-1 $500/mo includes heat & Hw &
off st. parking. toll free 750-4119
• (••
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Boston from page 18
was determined that she had, shall we say,
"taken a shortcut."
The race was in danger of extinction
before the decision to go with corporate spon-
sorship and prize money in 1986 — the
Heartbreak Hill of its history, in the minds of
marathon purists. But revived by the talent
infusion that the new cash brought — the
men' sand women's winners will get $100,000
for the 100th — the race picked up speed.
An estimated 2 million spectators are
expected to line the route this year, braving
temperatures in the 40s and a possible driz-
zle. The forecast is good news for doctors
concerned about a long run on a hot day with
40,000 people.
Just in case, there will be 2,500 medics,
190 massage therapists, 160 podiatrists and
thousands of volunteers along the race route.
Kelley the elder, no relation to the John
J. Kelley who won it in 1957, will serve as
grand marshall for the second year in a row,
his record of 58 finishes quite safe. "I'm
part of the furniture now," he said.
Hoping to avoid the same distinction are
six Kenyans in the top 10 men's contenders,
who are running the race as their country's
Olympic trials. In addition to Ndeti, they
include: Sammy Lelei, who ran the second
fastest marathon in history at Berlin last
year, and 1995 runner-up Moses Tanui.
Also expected to compete are Australia's
Steve Moneghetti, Brazil's Luiz Antonio Dos
Santos and Mexico's Andres Espinosa.
Other top women's contenders include
Kenya's Tegla Loroupe, two-time defend-
ing champion of the New York race, Madina
Biktagirova of Belarus, who finished third
at the 1995 Boston, Nobuko Fujimura of
Japan and Alla Jiliaeva of Russia.
This much is sure: They'll all have an
easier route than the first marathoner, the
messenger Pheidippides who was dispatched
to Athens in 490 B.C. to let the locals know
the hometown team had beaten Persia in a
battle at Marathon.
He delivered his message — "Rejoice,
we conquer" — and died.
The Maine Campus Classifieds Stop by the 4th floorChadbourne Hall for your
classified ad.
help wanted
'
SUMMER JOB Business majors & Student Enviromental Action Coalitior
(SEAC) meeting, Wed 5:00 PM in thE
1912 Room, Memorial Union
for sale
Jewel of a car!!! '73 Pontiac Catalina
w/only 102K on it. New Battery,
alternator, + 2 new tires. only $560.00!
This is your last chance to own a classic!
827-5950
everybody else are encouraged to apply.
Free room & board & $175-$200 a
week. The job would entail helping me in
daily activities including driving/travelling
and helping me do a little bit of research
on the business that my family is going to
open. I would like to pick somebody as
soon as possible because I really want us to
get to know each other before I pick
anybody to help/work for me!!! No
SPECIAL TRAINING NEEDED!!! Call Bill
Picard at 1-7170.
Alaska Employment- Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000- 6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation! Male/
Female. No experience necessary!
206--971-3510 ext. A50674
Male & Female Strippers. Beauti-
ful Girls Now featuring the hot new
Latin Connection. Exotica 947-
4406
Needed 23 students serious to lose 5-
100 lbs. New Metabolism breakthrough
guaranteed results $29.95 1-800-435-
7291
Jobs for next Fall I have 5 people
graduating this semester so I will have
a lot of openings for jobs in the Fall.
It is the most convenient job you'll
ever have helping me do things
everyday. Call Bill Picard 1-7170
Loft Single, Free-standing Loft
sanded, stained, polyed. Looks Great,
Easy to assemble. $100 OBO 827-
5388WANTED: Bob Dylan tickets. One or
two, price negotiable. Call Scott 989-
2231 day, 843-5515 evenings.
Need a Word Processor? Mac LC
with 4mb RAM, monitor, keyboard,
etc. $400 Great entry level Computer
581-7234
SUMMER JOBS IN BAR HARBOR
Acadia Bike & Canoe/Costal Kayaking
Tours, Bike Shop Staff, Sea Kayaking
Guides, Store Managers, Seasonal
positions for this Summer. To recieve
job descriptions & application visit the
Student Employment Office @ 229
Alumni Hall on Campus or Call 288-
9605
Career Assts. Needed Fall 96. Work
Study, Merit, or Interns. Interested call
The Career Center at X1359
Need College$? Consider private
sector scholarships. Free recorded
message gives details. 285-7655 Pentium 75 8mb 730HD 28,800 Fax
Modem 2mb vram 420mb tape
backup 4x CD ROM WIN 95 15"
monitor Word Perfect lots more Call
Eric 866-0231
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-
$6000+ per month. Room & Board!
Transportation! Male/ Female. No
experience necessary! (206)971-3510 ext
A50675
EUROPE $169. Caribbean/Mexico
$189 R/T. Be a little flexible and save
$$$ We'll help you beat airline
prices. Destinations worldwide.
2 BR mobile home in Milford $7900 and
owner may finance. Call 866-5571 and ask
for Lonipersonals
Oooh, J, those Healthy Passions are
flowing. Let's Celebrate! April 15-19.
You're my passion. -Keith
Attention Seniors!!! Uncertain what
you will doing after graduation? How
about spending the summer on one of
the most beautiful islands in
America!!! The Bar Harbor Hotel-
Bluenose Inn is now accepting applica-
tions for desk clerks, housekeeping
staff, wait staff, kitchen staff, break-
fast cook, grounds/maintenance, bell
hops, and dishwashers. Must be
available through October 20, 1996.
Please Call Connie at 1-800-445-4077
Bicycle mechanic needed 1 yr shop
experience required contact Dave or
Mike 945-6474$
Camp Counselor Positions June 15-
August 11. Residential Girls Camp, 1
hour from Portland, Maine, on
beautiful lake. Archery, Drama, Arts
& Crafts, Riding, Music, Photogra-
phy. Call or write: Anne Fritts, c/o
Camp Arcadia, Pleasantville Rd., New
Vernon, NJ 07976 201-538-5409.
For sale: 2 BR mobile home in Orono.
Asking $6900 and owner may finance.
Call 866-5571 and ask for Loni
Need info on Healthy Passions wk? Call
1-4561, or stop by the table in the
Union$90.
, 4/12, 15, 16, 17.
81 KAWA K2650 $150 also skis,
boots, poles- 195's S12E 12 boot
Call 827-7044
Towel Man, meet me at the Massage
wkshp, 4/15, 5:30, Stodder. Call 1-4561
to sign up. ---PFL
1989 Honda Civic LX 4DR 5SPD PW/
PDL AC great condition 113 mi
please call 581-1063 or 990-5871
after 7PM
&lost found
FOUND: Car keys and University Key
plus other attached items on key ring.
Found one month ago. Call Bruce at
1-1177 and identify
TENNIS SUMMER JOBS- Summer Boys and
Girls sports camps in Mass. Looking for
instructors with Tennis background who
can teach children to play tennis and who
will enjoy a Professionally run sports
environment. Great facility and staff!
Salary, Room & Board, Travel allowance all
included. Many positions still open. Call
Camp Winadu 800-494-6238
Jake, how about creating a loving
relationship with me? 4/15, 8pm,
Kennebec. See you there. -Cupcake
Let's make our love last, M, and go to
the Lasting Love Couples Panel, 4/16,
Rm30, Merril, 9:30miscellaneous
Jen , Yeh, I'm Single and Satisfied. Are
U? CU at the wkshp, 4/16, 12:15 FFA
Rm, Un. We should bring AL--PL.
Great summer job! Work outdoors
playing sports! Counselor, boys sports
camp in Maine. All land sports, tennis,
waterfront activities, creative arts, outdoor
skills. Modern facilities, great pay. Call
now 617-277-8080 Camp Cedar
HENRY ROLLINS SPOKEN WORD
SUNDAY APRIL 21 AT 6:00PM IN
THE MEMORIAL GYM
Lost: pair of prescription eyeglasses
in Guess holder. Last seen at Staurt
Commons. Please call with info.
581-8625 no questions asked
a 0
Classifieds
Zenobia- Are you going to the Healthy
Passions Poetry Reading? 4/16, 7pm
Bangor Lng. Un? I hope so. -dumpling
WRESTLERS Organized, motivated
person needed to run the UMAINE
WRESTLING CLUB for 97 Call Steve
581-7996
Towel Man, up for more massage? 4/
16, 8pm, Andro. Call 1-4561 to sign up.
-Boo
$Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
needed! $$$+ free travel (Caribbean,
Europe, Hawaii) Seasonal /Perm, no
exp necessary, Gde, 919-929-4398
e1139
LIMBO DJ SERVICE Over $12,000 in
: All i t Bmusc request. ooking ork  f
summer functions anywhere in Maine
581-4716
Healthy Passions Week! April 15-19 .
Events, prizes, fun, and passion. Call
1-4561 for more info.
Sign up for the dinner with an RA (4/10-
12), in the caf (4/10) or in the union (4/
12-16) • 3 Lines
S 3 Days
3 Bucks
500 summer camp opportunities in
NY,PA,New England Choose from 40.
camps. Instructors needed! Tennis,
baseball, hockey, rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball, volleyball, basketball,
PE majors, education majors, gymnas- 
tics, english riding, lifeguard, WSI, water
skiing, sailing, windsurfing, fitness, mt.
biking, pioneering, rockclimbing, ropes,
dance, piano accompanist, dramatics,
ceramics, jewelry, woodshop, photogra-
phy, radio, nature, RN's, chefs, food
services. Arlene 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.
GET YOUR BUMSTOCK 95 CD FOR
ONLY FIVE DOLLARS AT THE OCB
OFFICE, THIRD FLOOR UNION CALL
581-1840 FOR INFO SUPPORT
BUMSTOCK
CB- Did you hear who's playing at the
Healthy Passions Dance? CHIA! ooh-ahh.
4/18, 7:30-11Attention all students!!! Grants &
scholarships available! Billions of
$$$ in private funding. Qualify
immediately. 1-800-243-2435.
Yeh, 1B, a Maine Bound Ropes Course for
Healthy Passions! 4/19, 2 pm, Call 1-4561
2 Sign up.
LAMBING SEASON BEGINS 1ST
WEEK OF APRIL @WITTER CENTER/
UNIVERSITY FARM, COME VISIT
Ok, Towel Man last chance for a
massage. 4/19, 2 pm, Drummond
Chapel, Un. Call 1-4561!! -Muffin
